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Connecticut College,

Vew London, Conn.

•

MR. ANTONIO
The main tasl: of a college is

REBOLLEDO

to set standards

in thought;

behavior}

and interest.
PRESIDENT PARK, OPENING ASSEMBLY,

1951

T

HE class of nineteen fifty-two respectfully dedicates its yearbook to the memory of Mr. Antonio Rebolledo. He left with his
students more than instruction in a specific subject and the completion of an academic course. We respect and remember hi III as

one who combined a deep human understanding with a philosophy of life which required courage to practice. He thought more
of the welfare of his fellows than of his own happiness or comfort. A college needs to have such people associated with it, for
they are the ones most truly qualified to set standards.

PRESIDENT

ROSEMARY PARK

T

BE Class of 1952 entered College after the close of the second World War. It graduates at a time when American armies
are still fighting an enemy on foreign soil. These great conflicts

of which it has been witness are battles between opposing sets

of ideas as well as interests, and during the lifetime of its members the struggle will continue. This means, I think, that their
lives will never be trivial, because their world will be engaged

in making fundamental decisions about the rights and duties of
men, and they will not be able to escape concerning themselves
with these decisions. Connecticut College is proud to have had a
part in preparing them to live in such a time.

Professors; Books, Classes ...

CONNECTICUT
New

COLLEGE

~ndon. COnn.

E. ALVERNA

BURDICK

Dean of Students

M. ROBERT COBBLEDICK
Dean of Admissions

KATHERINE

FINNEY

GERTRUDE

NOYES

Dean of Freshmen

Dean of Sophomores

_.............:.1

Admissions Office
L. to R.: Mrs. Snow,
Nelson

Dell

Stone,

Miss

Library Staff
L. to R.: Miss Trippe, Mrs. Agoston, Miss
Hagerty, Miss Johnson

Publicity: Miss Boynton
Personnel: Miss Ramsay

Bursar: Mrs. Young

Bminess Manager
Mr. Lambdin

Information
Mrs. Linkletter

Assistant to the Dean
Miss MacBain

Registrar

Mrs. Peugh

Head Dietitian
Miss Harris

Spanish Department
L. to R.: Mr. Kolb, Mrs. Kossoff, Miss
Curtis, Miss Biaggi.

Home Economics
German Departm,ent
Miss Hatkesbrink,
Mr. Cuersrer.

c1winl1.an;

L. to R.: 'Miss Warner, Miss Weaver, Miss
Burdett, Miss Chaney, chairman; Miss Jensen.

Art Department
L.

to

R.: 1V1.r.Mayhew,

Miss Hanson,

Mr. Logan,

chairman;

Mrs. Logan.

English Department
L. to R.: Mr.
Smyser, c7wirl/uln;
Miss Hazelwood,
Miss Bethuru
Miss N ayes, i\ iss
Tuve, Mr. Bai d,
Mr. Fussell, r liss
Oakes, Miss

,1

Aiken, Mrs.
Smyser.

French and 1talian
Department
L. to R.: Mr. Jones, Miss Cary, Miss
Hier, Mr. Chadourne,
chairman; Mr.
del Vecchio.

Zoology Department
Religion
Department
Mr. Laubenstein,
chainl1an.

L. to R.: Mrs. Carey, Miss Hausman, Miss Richardson, Miss Botsford, chairman; Mrs. Jones,
Miss Wheeler.

Botany Department
L. to R.: Miss Thompson,

Mr. Goodwin, chairman; Miss Heinig.

Physical Education Department
L. to R.: Miss
Stanwood,
chairman;
Miss Wood, Miss
Somers, Miss
Pond, Miss Brett,
Miss Bloomer,
M iss Thomas,
Miss Ferguson.

Classics Department
Mr. Smith, chairman.

Physics Department

L. to R.: Mr. Coleman,

Mrs.

Bok,

Miss

Eshbach.

Sociology
Department
L. to R.: Mrs. Kennedy,
Mr. Record.

Government

chairman;

Mr. Cobbledick,

Department

L. to R.: Mr. Lockard, I'vIissDilley, cha1.rm,an;
Miss Holborn.

Social Anthropology Department
Mrs. Wessel, chairman.

Mathematics Department

1. to R.: Mrs. Quimby, Miss Bower, chairman;
IVIr. Ferguson.

Philosophy
Department
L. to R.: Mr. Morris, chairman; Miss Butler, Mr. Mack.

Psychology Department
1. to R: Miss Baker, Miss Wylie,
Mrs. Wesley.

Music Department
L. to R.: Miss Leslie, Mr. Dale, Miss
Alter, Miss Jacynowicz,
chairman; Miss Rapp.

Mr. Quimby,

Economics Department
L. to R.: Miss Warner, chairman.; Miss Chamberlain,
Miss Finney, Mr. Beebe, Miss Snider, Mrs. Ely.

Russian Department
Mr. Kasen-beg, chairman.

Chemistry
Department
L. to R.: Miss Estes, Miss McKee, chainnan; Miss Kelly, Miss Johnson, Miss Leidt.

History Department
L. to R.: Mr. Haines, Miss Roach, Miss Mulvey, Mr. Cranz, Mr. Destler, chainnan.

Barbara Ann Ackroyd
Meriden, Conn.

History

"You'll be sorry when I am dead and gone"
... One ambition is to make Glee Club ...
"Ack-Ack": the shuffie-foot
Her basic outfits ... Always immaculate
Chic clothes
· . Sentences which drift off into nothing
· . Parliament

cigarettes

...

TIes

attractive

· . Money problems ... Her drinking glass
· . Started the white bucks fad at
BB eyes.

e.e. ...

Patricia Geary Ahearn
Zoology

Washington, D. C.

"You know what I mean" ... Wonderful sense
of humor ... Scourge of the Arboretum frogs
... Understanding confidante ... A regular
item on Dean's list-52's Winthrop Scholar
. Big smile and curly hair ... One of the
few who has a well-ordered existence ... Very
fair ...
A daily "Buzz" from Indiana ...
"Wouldn't you like to contribute" ... Stoop
dweller.

Alderman

Nancy
Sociology

New Haven, Conn.

Nan ... The smile that makes you happy

"Oh, kids, let's do something exciting!"

.
.

Organizationis a virtue ... Ecstatic squeals
.. The summer at Wisconsin ... Wholeheartedinterest in others ... Peppermint icecreamfiend ... Her hair never needs setting
... That work schedule pays off
Dinnertime interviews, good for the diet
Call
Operator22, New Haven.

Mary
English

Ann Allen
Coral Gables, Fla.

"Mickey"... Her own kind of order from her
ownkind of chaos ... Much mail from many
miles... That goldfish look
Droll humor
... Eight o'clocks for art's sake
Affinity for
intellectuals, but not necessarily ...
Junior
yearin Florida
Did the Yale crew sweater
keepyou warm)
Beauteous long blond.

Katharine Alling
New Haven, Conn.

History of Art

Kathy
"Why clutter up my mind with details?"
She's not lazy; she just loafs ..
Spur of the moment fun ... TaJl, dark, and
regal ... Star-gazing dreamer, but still efficient
· .. Ambition: to go without shoes forever.
Generous and carefree ..
Flapper hair cut
· .. Enthusiast on skies ... A mind of her
own, and thoughts for others.

Norma Lee Anchin
English

Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

"Nikki" .
Small but mighty ... Good figure ... Vogue personified ... A menace with
scissors
Oh, those hair cuts ... Coffee icecream

Minimum

study, maximum

grade

. AJI-night talk fests ..
"Is that my buzzer?" ... Engaged to Larry Untermeyer ...
"I'm going to graduate" ... He has green eyes
· "

"I'm a 1most rea dy "

siast ...

Good friend

Literature ent I1U-

Great fun.

Margaret Leland Anderson
Chemistry

Memphis, Tenn.

"Piglet"
Wants to monopolize the shugah
market
Conscientious ... Should strike
for time and a half .
"What am I doing
here?" ... Wardrobe of suits.
. Owns the
Coca Cola Company ... Dixieland lover ..
Iodine drinker ... "Dunnul." ... Channing
. A good Friend ... "I'll get emotional" ..
"Save your Confederate money, boys, the
South will rise again" ... A chemist's mind

with a model's r,gure.

Stella Andrews
Government

New London, Conn.

Stell ... Perpetually ready to join any arguA gov ' t
ment . .. «v
r ou rea IIy d'on t say " ...
major who wants to put her theories into practice ... The girl with positive opinions.
Entertaining is her forte ...
Another commuter who takes bridge and pinochle seriously
.. Vivid coloring ... Friendly ... Always
ready to make someone else's troubles her
own.

Mary Bess Anthony
English

LeaVenllJOrth,

Kan.

<lOh n1Y!" ... Magazines, movies, and men ..
Pair Winds and Whispers ... 93 Stuart ..
The blond hair and the blue eyes ... EverEnglish conscious, but struggles with her
Prench ... "All he has to have is a yacht". "
Cheery smile and sunuy clothes
"My
father's not the warden" ... Thames
Calm
but direct ...
HA pregnant suggestion.!!

Sara Backes
Chemistry

VI!allingford, Conn.

Sally
The inevitable winter coat and
scarf
Bedroom eyes
Sense of hUffiorsubtle and otherwise
Canasta Club ...
Scientific mind with more than a Hair for the
humanities ... Sachems Head ... Pertinent
cliche for every occasion ...
Tatters rather
than jeans ...
Laundry-box room ... Allnight marathons with papers due a month
before.

Ann Lorenz Ball
Wilton) Conn.

ECOl1D'1nics

Generous "Ballso'":
. "If I could only wear
heels" ... Hair ribbons for that long hair ...
Organization amid the chaos ...

Queen of the

faux pas ... Constantly making lists ... "I've
done it again" ... Tar soap and sloppy slippers ... Fabulous acquaintances ... Conglomerate taste in clothes ... "If I had a brain

I'd be dangerous."

Barbara Virginia Barnes
Economics

Merchantville, N.

J.

Bobbie ... The fuchsia kid ... Concentrates
amid chaos ... Bridge, anyone?
. "Cawfee" .. , Sunday afternoon is movie afternoon
... The Flanders and handsome sun-tanned
men ..
Ever-playing radio ..
Breakfast
charm ... Sticks to her guns ... Cute as a
button and about as big ... Her mother was
frightened by a speck of dust ... Naivete in
all its charm.

Brenda Bennett Bell
Chevy Chase, Md.

Economics
Rings

on her fingers,

Bell's in her head.

"Warshingron"
...
Vim and vigor mark all
she does ... Photogra pher-c-sort of ... Great
culinary

capability

...

Fussing with Hewers
Ec major specializing
garious, definitely . .
___ Chief advocate of
to Fanning

...

Smile,

Brenda.

for C. G. formals.
in the A&P
. Gre. Patriotic alarm clock
an escalator from E. A.

Iphigenia

lives here.

Joan Blackman
English
"This is the greatestl"

New York, N. Y.
...

Wants

the educational system and teach
Free thinker
Does homework
Enthusiastic
An awareness of
. . . Soulful-eyed . . . Blue-jeans

to reform

English ...
to opera.
1110ral issues

under skirts

. Likes to wri te poetry . . . Counseling in
summer camps is heaven
. "Isn't that tremendoug!" ...
Sensitive ...
Ex-co-ed from

Syracuse.

Elizabeth Blaustein
Bal.timore, Md.

Music
Betty ...

"Maybe next week, Phyl"

Twinkling

fingers on typewriter and piano

.. The wistful look ... Unforgettable summer at Wisconsin
"Don't go!"
Always
sees the ooood side
Miss Gullible
Those
distinguished grey hairs ... "What's the P.S.
for?" ... Modest and open-minded. . Warm
personality ... Loves to harmonize ... International correspondence ...

Originality plus.

Beverly Ann Bower
Econ01nics
"Pennsylvania

Bevie ...

Kingston, Pa.
has

everything" - including

Never do today what you can put
off 'til tomorrow..
"I'm discombobulated"
... Every decision is a major and vital one ..
The Wilkes-Barre "Record"
Daily special
delivery letters from Mother
Annapolis
goat ... Bounce and sparkle, laughter and fun
-never a dull moment ... "Dreary-Duck" ...
Tigress perfume.

Lucia Boyle
History

Denver, Col.

"Loosh'". . This twin has the Toni ... "In
Denver, we" ... Mad about George Shearing
· .. "It's not Marajuana, it's only Fatima", ..
Even disposition
What will she losenext?
· .. 1I0h, bird!"
Dying to go to Europe ..
"Hey, you guys!" . . . Those enviable eyelashes ...
Always cheerful, always friendly
· .. With a song in her heart.

Elizabeth Brainard
English

Hartford, Conn.

"Mercy, Bun, ahighty!" . __ An unbelievably
even temper ...
Community ink-well ...
Knows where she's going _ . _"From the Halls
of Montezuma
to the shores of Saybrook
Point" .. _The Striders' baby sitter ... Empty
coke bottles _ . . A song on her lips with
ukulele in hand ...
Unassuming ... Antihistamine pills for all ... Alwavs serene ...
Sports pro.
.

Helen Brogan
Groton, Conn.

Math

"Sis" ... A golf pro and a pinochle shark
"Gee's Louise" , .. Roots for the Red Sox
Better known as HRefrigerator"

Brogan

.
.
A

paradox: Irish happy-go-lucky nature combined with consideration) reliability, and or-

derliness
A hybrid: both resident and commuter
Pedagoguee on Sundays ... "Pass"
... Short bob ... The other half of the math

Hopie Brooks
Art

Carpenteria, Cal.

"Yukabee'":
. Femme fatale in tweeds ...
The self-appointed press agent for the Brooks'
menage
The one and only even-tempered
red-head

"Divine" expressions, but awfully

corny jokes
California sunshine ... The
modest artist
You can blame her for the
postman's fallen arches ... Coffee diet.
Friendship to the nth degree.

Sidney Brown
Rhinelander, Wis.

Art

Vivacious Pocahontas.
. Paint be-splattered
yellow jacket ... Member of the Northern
Lights

...

Monogram

change after gradua-

tion ..
Mail order catalogues ... Sid lives
'L emon 'Ib
"L'hd"
J11
5 snoe
ag...
et 5 c ow own
... Consideration plus ... The smallestin
Schwiffs ... Nightly trips to the mailbox.
Commuter ticket on the N. Y, N. H., and
Hartford ... Is she coming or going?

Sheila Burnell
Governrnent

Torri.ngton, Conn.

"Beela" ... The eyes of Texas are uponyou,
but the fleet's in now
I-Iuman alarm clock
.. _ Parliamentarian

The mumble with 3

fallen cadence ... Cuddle bumper
T urtleneck sweaters and flapping slippers
Gypsy
violinist ... Where are [ackes, Burnell, and
the UN heading? ...
Family mailbox and
wardrobe ... Supreme Court, beware our lady
[awver!

Ann Busker
Hndlyme, Conn.

Sociology
"Arrey" ...

Ogden Nash devotee ...

"So I

said to the 1\ laharajah" ... Alleviator of Gloom
and Boredom ... Agile eyebrows
"Nobody
appreciates my sense of humor"
Sociology
major with a soapbox ... Press Board bound
at 9 ... Uncanny sense of the ridiculous
.
The Oriental ... Sensible brown oxfords
.
The Heffalump.
. Bridge by intuition.
Cold hands mean a warm heart.

Sally Ann Carleton
Psychology

New Yor", N. Y.

Sal of limitless vitality ... Capable and hardworking.
. Tiny nose and ears .. Those
wings ... Dungarees are the cry ... The Cape
and Northfield forever
. But reallv!
GNDL the BBB's ...
Malapropisms ...
"I
Can Dream, Can't I?" ... Di-vine!
. "But
I'm built that way" ... High forehead
inte]]igence ... Sticks to her guns.

means

Claire Carpenter
Physical Education

Lansdowne, Pa,

Lansdowne lingo ... Cleopatterer and ballet
blue ... "Anyone got any food?" . , . Philadelphia's pretzel ...
Half-pint, but doubly
nice ... Playful, animated, and buoyant,
Corny jokes and ostrich hiding ... From SPOlt
to sport around the clock..
"David is my
favorite name" ...
Chicklets unlimited. , ,
Her charm: a special friendliness ... "Oh,
" ... IIL'Sh"
et sag.
JIOlD

Elizabeth
English
Betty..

Cedar
West Hartford, Conn.
Steig's "Intellectual's woman" ...

Canasta Club ... Can't say no . , . Positive
she's Bunking every course she takes ... Disreputable footwear ... Shower harmony .. '
Humorously intelligent ... Agonized Ob's . ,.
"But I haven't done a thing!" ... Driest of
dry wits ... Lackadaisical, .. Extended fifo
teen minute naps ... A vocabulary that makes
you run to the dictionary ... Athletic inability
... Sub-zero room.

Julie Clark
History

Wilmington,

Del.

The much-needed quiet member of the crew
... Brothers and a sister ... Naturally curly
hair . , . Illegible handwriting
.. , Bridge
kibitzer ... Neatness personified and mind of
her own.
. "Anyone done her math?" ..
Shorts in the winter
Source of information
about the C. G. A.
Habitual catnapper
. , . Calm in the face of the storm.

Natalie B. Comen
Latin

Bridgeport, Conn.

The familiar squeak of crepe-soled shoes, ..
She's always ready for a group safari ...
"I
think it's hysterical" ... Friendship translated
into Jive different languages
Blinking Hashbulbs and a clicking shutter
"As a matter
of fact" . . . Baseball fiend, especially the
Dodgers ... The IO-pin topper in sparetirne
bowling, , . "It's been real."

Rosamund Connolly
New

Zoology

Bedford, Mass.

Ras ... "I found out the most interesting fact"
· .. Likes serious discussions ... Bangs cover-

ino unusually
t>

lrizh hair line.
'"

Iectation and insincerity ...
Fascination with zoology,

. Dislikesal-

"Sweet" face ..
. Late hours.

Abortive attempts at playing a "uke" ... Bach
fanatic ...
Likes tennis and swimming ..
Varied "souvenirs" From the zoo lab reside in
her room ... Wants to be a veterinarian.

Susan Vail Crowe
Covernmeni

Buchs County, Pa.

Sue ... That casual look ... Party, part)' ...
S. V. Culbertson ... Champagne and caviar
· .. Fast talker, fast walker, fast thinker .. ,
"Where's my notebook?" ... Who else can
study 20 minutes for an exam and get an Ai
· .. Frank ... First woman president of the
U.S ....
Incongruity, thy name is Susan ...
One of saintly six.

Nancy Ellen Day
Rtl111ford, R. l.

Chemistry

"Daisy"
. Conscientious to extreme ...
Spontaneously subtle humor ... "I'll keep the
room neat, and you can keep it clean
II

•••

Fourth RoorFreeman's human alarm clock, ..
Endless su pply of magazines

dam's ghoul ...
matter!"
rings

...

Charles Ad-

(TIll not mad! Nothing's the

Ready for class before the bell
Sketches and witty doodles in lec-

tures.

Sarah Jean Deisroth
Econ01nies

Hazelton, Pa.

Sally ... "Movies, anyone?" ... Lives on pop·
com, Good'n Plenties, and potato chips ...
Whcn adventure calls, Sally's there ... A prebreakfast silence ... Like a paae
o out of Vovue
0
... Crossword puzzle queen ... "Meet me at
the Biltmore" ... Canasta and jazz ... Never
heard of Bobby pins ...
girl can get.

As genuine

as one

Joan

Donnally
Madison, Conn.

Econ011~ics
«tailored woman"

The

Smart member of

the Northern
Lights
The
hind which lies a mad wit ...
party ...
"A little bridge?"
Sitz, Mark, Inc ....
Madison

easy dignity beWinds up every
... Member of
forever ... Dark

- tomorrow" ..
beauty . . . "N 0 co Ifee startmg

Good audience
Artistically inclined and
quietly industrious
"S.B. for only fifteen
minutes?" ... "Don."

Ernestine

Marie Dreyfus
Rochester, N. Y

Music
"Cmger"
princess

...

Midnight

Shining

hair .. -.An Egyptian

Conscientious

typing sessions

The schedule

«Operator,

Rochester
please" ...
Bulging mailbox ...
Kindness ... "Oh gee, that's awful"
Organization plus ... "Pass the pickles"
From
Tanglewood
to Edinburohb and back acain
...
~
0

'Til sing for my supper" ... Generosity and
willingness
to share
. «Quiet hours!" .. '
Special delivery letters.

Rosemary Dunne
French

Westport, Conn.

"Posie" .. Takes history notes in French!
... Hy Po ... Dorothy Dix's protege: someone to turn to ... Ever ready Irish grin ...
Shuffiing gait and unique process of perambulation ... Posie pumpkin
Hobby: collects butter8ies-in her stomach
"I'm confused!" ... "I think I need some coffee" ...
Sunshine for Seaside ... La Mer, alors gai
Paris.

Louise Durfee
Governtl1ent

Tiverton, R. l.

She'sgirl of the year ... Chaotic Rabbit Row
... Khaki pants and blinding socks ... "It's a
good thing it's just around the corner" .. _
Humanism is the cry ... IIEconomicall! ...
"My hair is bent, isn't it?"
Saltines and
velveeta... Moocher of cigs
Sits through
secondfeatures ... A profound faith in people re8ected by our faith in her.

Beverly Duryea
Econ01nics

Garden City, N. Y.

"Beve" ... "Bradford was never like this". "
The cherubic smile . . . Full of fun On the
town ... Ambition: career behind a mahogany desk ... "That's a military secret" .
Conscientious ... Oh, the Bawlesscomplexion
... Mad about pickles and cheese ... The
Duryea giggle ...
"But I'm not happy just
with C's" ... Tease 'em and leave 'em.

Nancy H. Eldredge
History

Tolland, Conn.

"Let's elevate the tone of this conversation"
... Quiet sense of humor ... Glutton forhard
work in the lib ... Diminutive
"What
'were your famous

last words?"

Interests

that center around theater work
Has the
wanderlust ...
Smile that lizhts
the
world
o
... Femininity ... "I'll clue you" ... The
little one from Tolland.

Janice Engler
ECOH01Hics

South. Orange) N.

J,

Wishing on a star.
. "Don't say that about
New Jersey"
Jan ., Her raccoon coat

and dry wit
"Oh, brother"
"Are you
two sisters?"
lVIorning tea
Hamburgers
and French fries .. "Shall I part it in the
middle or on the side?" ... Those long train
rides ... Potpourri ... Never known to argue.

Julia Kay Enyart
Art History

Ahron, Ohio

Julie ... "What's the straight poop?" ... Perpetually off her schedule ... The basic orange
dress
Complete transformation on weekends
Cleveland fan ... ''I'm only 100 dollars overdrawn this month" ...

Erratic studies

... Lost without her eyelash curler
To bed
at 9:30 ... That unfinished knitting
Five
more Rights .. Fearless ... "They are all
stinkers."

Cordelia

Ettl

Economics

Princeton, N. J.

"[ules, it's war" ... Cordy ... IIOh, come on,
you all" ...
Rabid, conservative Republican
... "Is he tall?" ... Hoards size 10 shoes...
Tall, blond, graceful ... Faux pas champion
... Always ready for bridge or movies
A
box of food with laundry thrown in
.
"Would anyone want my picture?" ... Sale
cleaner of the tower ... Five more Bights.

Marion Fay
Econ01nics

N orwalle, Conn.

"Marne " ... "011, It"11 turn out aII'rIg h"
t .. ,
Red roses, beer glasses, and long distance calls
... Affectionate sarcasm ... Bustling activity
... Chain smoker
Those poetic Bings .
Mid-winter tan
Pencil behind the ear .
Schlafzimmeraugen
... Loves hospitals, hates
internes
Mischievous look ... "News travels fast"
Persuasive and determined ...
Responsible femininity, in spite of it all.

Susan

Fifield
Holyo"e, M~ass.

Zoology

Sue
Wears the sweet essence of formaldehyde
Not holy-oke, "whole-yolk" .
"Jesum Crow"
Squeaky shoes
The
hand-knit sweaters

Tea at ten

Trans-

Atlantic phone calls
Has anyone seen
Maria Louisa? ...
"Hut it's our dress" ...
Efficiency personified ... Ambitious submersive ... "Christopher Columbus" ... Dow»
street on Sad'dy for hamburgers.

Joan Fischer
English
"F·h"
IS
...

Philadelphia, Pa.
"TaIIy I10,

every

b0 dy " ...

"TI·
1Ill 1
<

I'll let my bangs grow in" ... A tortoise can
eat faster ... Cahla lilies in Philadelphia
.
Too many deadlines and not enough time
.
HB ut S ue, I'In wearIng
. my d ress tODlg
. h t"
.
Hard day at the office ... Bills and Bills
.
"Guess who just called?" ... Subtle humor,

"a

la Fischer" . , . Quiet, sometimes.

Kitty Fischer
Psychology

Duhendorf,

Switzerland

Dr. Fischer ... From the ridiculous to the subHille and back again ...
"Q'uiet, pease
I
" ... K ..B
Storm coats and skiing

Feeding mice ..

h umane

.
SOcIety.,
.
French songs and a

cosmopolitan accent
Hair Hying in the
breeze ... Our Socrates
Intense and penetrating psychoanalysis . . . Curly wet hair
in the morning . . . Natural abandon and
warmth.

Corinne Fisher
History

"eor'Y
k"

Cleveland, Ohio

... Wardrobe mistress for Sister ...
'The Giggle" ... Cool, calm, and collected
... The epitome of tact ... "The haunted
one" . .. She succulnhed to the niohtoown
b - d
e 0
nga e ... Thames ... Mammoth birthday
cakes and oranges in season or out ... Marrying "the boy next door" ... "Let's goof off"
... Perfectly groomed, even for gym.

Anne Flemming
Governm.ent

Providence,

If it's on the screen she likes it ...
...

R. I.

"Flem"

"Yardley, may I please have a cigarette?"

... Probably the only gov major who doesn't
know who's next in line for the presidency ...
The alarm clock which never works-and
when it does, it's to no avail ... A hard but
unsung worker.

Elizabeth Richardson Floyd
Govermnent

Pittsfield, Mass.

Betty
"No one has straighter hair than I
do!"
Belated and concentrated study ...
A place for everything and nothing in its place
. . An over-crowded bulletin board . . .
Brownies from home ... Fun-loving and travel
happy ... Hair styles for all ... Always sees
both sides to a problem ... "Girls, I have to
work."

Ann Foster
Child Development

Kansas City, Mo.

Always in a contagiously gay mood; always
funny ...
Abnormal fear of wind and cold
weather-that's
why she came to Conn....
Wears snuggies ...
Her face could passfor
Puck's ...
"He's a sweetie"
Charleston
lessons in K.B. living-room
"That's nice"
... Crazy about N.Y. and Broadway ... But
permanently broke ...
Peck and Peck type
with a dash of Capezio,

Suzanne Foster
Sociology

Garden

City, N. Y.

Sue ... "Whore's Ruth?" ... She's neatness
personified ... Impetuous but cautious ... Reserved, level-headed, unruffied ... Black coffee
... The long phone calls ... Pierced ears .. ,
Veiled look ... One who does not try to geta
tan ...
Those sudden departures.
. First
floor's sphinx ... Efficiency plus..
Strictly
feminine apparel ...
Sophisticated and elegant «woman of distinction."

Fairfield Frank
H01ne EconOtnics

Bronxville, N. Y.

"Frankie" ... Blushes hide her iron determination ... Member of the Northern Lights.
"Come on down and talk to me" ... Baby
face ... Music going 'round and 'round ...
IIHe's an

awfully nice guy"

Staunch de-

fender of pots and pans
Sly winks and
sign language ... Lives up to her name.

"I can't work."

Helen Fricke
Economics

Merion, Po.

Yon try and keep her relatives straight ..
"Frick"
A frustrated Mary Margaret MacBride
One of the stoop dwellers ... "Rec
Hall or bust" ... Lively and enthusiastic ...
"Anyone want to go to the S.B. or the C.D)"
... Lacrosse and hockey champ ... Suit's the
thing ... Executive ability ... The famous
ivy descent during Mascot Hunt.

Carolyn Helaine Fried
Y oungstown, Ohio

Econ01nics

"What am I gonna do?"
week summers in Hartford

The eventful sixKnown forthe
non-committal
statement
"In Youngstown-" Stories of Dits and Gwen ... Sleepy"
eyed eight o'clock waits
Full of fun with
a good word for everyone
The modulated
tones ...

Sensitive,

serene, and the delicate

touch.

Ruth Elinor Gardner
Zoology

Middletown, Mass.

Our share of the Gardner trio.
. Laughter
convulsed beyond sound . . . Thoughtful
contributions to discussion
A mind of her
own ... "Well anyways"
Patient and willing to explain ... The lo-o-ong bath ... Zoo
major, or "Who's going to kill the cat?" ...
Six suitcases for a 'weekend home ...
Unul11
ass
ing scholarship..
So nice to know.

Jane Gerhardt
History

Chicago, Ill.

HHi Gang" .
"Does anyone know a Timothy Scott?"
Gullible as they come ...
Western boor
The Cerhardts eat well
... "But I don't live in the stock yards" ..
From soap-operas to symphonies ... Athletic
enthusiast ... Class spirit ... "If there's anything I hate it's slaughtering the King's English" , .. The one we love to tease!

Caroline Gibson
Histor)'

Hudson

Falls, N. Y.

"Gibby"
The bouncey walk that gets her
everywhere
"But kids, I promise never to
see him again" ... Thames ... Fills up signout sheets ... Is that Kootie's shirt or yours?
. Score-keeper of the mountain ... "But
kids, I have a tough face!" ...
Repeatedly
amazing tales of Emma Willard and Hudson
Falls ... Pros and cons.

Janet Gilchrist
History

Hastings-on-the-Hudson,

N. Y.

Jan
Club

Predictably unpredictable ... Cantata
The necessary chair and bookcase
arrangen1ent ...
"Chain, chain, chain" .
Cleans her room with a miniature clothes
brush ... The aesthete ... Monkey gymnastics on balconies and on people ... Folk songs
... The graceful and ash blond look ... High
ideals ...
"I've got D1Y eyebrows on tonight"
.. Terpsichore is her Muse.

Marie Louise Godfrey
Psychology

Rye, N. Y.

"Bunny" ... Tall and slim
Adorable nose
... "I always say please"
Splurge for Bee
thoven . . . Sun-porch seminar . . . Brooks!
Brothers shorts ...
"Short hair is best" ...
The blush that always fools them ... Cablestitch socks ... A room that could double for
an obstacle course ...
Ski enthusiast ... 1<1
promise not to sinoc» this weekend"
. One
of the "saintly six."

Barbara Goldman
Child Development

Cincinnati}

"I came East for culture" ...

Ohio

Afternoon

tea

. "I just can't grow a philodendron" ...
Nursery school connoisseur ... That healthy
look ... "My daddy is a Yale man, but Harvard's for me" ... Symphonies and study ...
"If I only had the energy to get there" .
Left her heart in F ranee one summer .

Game for anything.

Elizabeth Ann Gosselin
Psychology

West Hartford, Conn.

Betsy ... "See my natural curl?" ... Never
leavesa job half done ... From the Charleston to Beethoven's Third in one evening

...

"Mother's sending cupcakes next week-do
you have anything to eat?" ... Continually
borrowing someone's best dress for Wig and
Candle .. Milk train trips ...
"Aren't I
getting thinner?" ... Little-girl look.

Alice Green Grant
History

South Dartmouth, lvlass,

That ever-wiggling foot, , , Full of friendly
curiosity and motherly advice , , , For lost
articles, ask AI; she'll always know, , , Black
and blue Mondays , . , Baggy slipper-socks
, , . "Let me see" . , , Always around when
needed most, , . Knitting is her second interest, her first being Harry , . , Those winecolored clothes , , . Giggles and good-nature,

Pauline Esther Grisch
Chemistry

Windsor,

COltlt

Polly , , . Procrastination plus. , ' Makes
dean's list a habit,
, , Tranquil nature and
subtle humor , .. Gray-green eyes and hair
like a Breck ad ' , . Gets that way from living
with "Rheumy" , , , Really believes in astrology and prunes , . , Genuine Lab Lily, ' ,
Lives to finish French notebook. ' , Lovesice
cream and the color green , .. Sunday night
fortune-telling

sessions.

Carole Betty Grossman
Government

Rockville Centre, N. Y.

"GG."
The frantic student
Problems
galore
A box for every use
"What will
I wear this weekend?" ... Pixie eyebrows ...
(II can only play bridge for a few minutes"
. Good sport ... The battle of the alarm
clock ... "I simply must go to class" ... Cute
smile and dimples ... "I'm expecting a phone
"D oes anyone have
n CIgarette;,
r-i
-,"
caII" ...
ave a

Barbara Jean Gueinzius
Social Anthropology

Green Bay, Wis.

"Sis" the veep ...
The product of college
metamorphosis . . . Avid supporter of the
Green Bay Packers and Brother John ... The
haunted roommate.
. Thames.
. Them
brown spaniel eyes ... "It's the best letter I've
ever seen" ...

From Herskovits to Mademoi-

selle ... Sunny Bermuda ... Music from
Bach and Shearing ... Sparks under a littlegirl veneer.

Sylvia Gundersen
English

Waterford)

Conn.

Syl ... "When I lived in Camden" ... Proud
of her glistening black Pontiac ... Soft, blond
page-boy ... Sunday morning school mar'm
...
"You're kidding!" ...
From Westbrook
to Cohanzie to C.G, and prexy of Commuters' Club ...
Hasn't yet succumbed to the
blue jeans and sloppy shirt formula ... "Really" ... Easy to know.

Mary Lay Hadden
History

Peekskill, N. Y.

Loves to study, but the magazines call ... Joe
Djl\~aggio fan . . . Twenty-four hour naps
. ..

Please straighten

your

r00l11

so Emma

can

clean" ... Myopia and I ... Dream girl of
rrKA and K.B.'s favorite vampire ... AristoCratIc"feet ...
Hail to thee, of Willoughby

BIg test tomorrow; fourth for bridge)!!
. ExplosIve laugh tel ...
of fun.

Friendly and full

Elinor Haider
Social Anthropology

Bronxville,

N. Y.

Ellie ... "Will someone play bridge with me?"
· .. She came from Denison with a sorority
pin ... Spends all her time in study of man
· .. "That dreamy formal" ... Even hears the
shurning of cards from down in the valley ...
Always there for conversation ... The Cape,
crosswords, and a glaring light bulb ... IIHey,
you kids!"

Elizabeth Ann Hamilton
Economics

Manitowoc, Wis.

"Cordy, just one more game before bed"
Probably Dr. Warnshuis'
best customer

.
.

Comes home with everything from false noses
to leaping frogs
"There are a few people
in Manitowoc"
Teller of tall tales ... Liz
· .. Tiny feet
· .. Her giggle

Summers

with Al Capone
In-

Giver of gifts ...
numerablenieces and nephews ... Five
Rights.

more

Harriet Elizabeth Hamilton
History

Patterson Heights, Pa.

Diverse character . . . Dangle earrings and
colorful high heels ... Keeper of the hathtub
.. "Wake me up for dinner" .. , Bombastic
• • • "
.L a-ta-ra,
ya-ra-ra . . . 'II]'
ave my room
... Rationalizer supreme ... Mad for parties
')" '" pop'
. "Doesn 't anyone wear my srze.
corn Crew
The \Jvilljng hand ... Hair
pulJed back
Procrastinator ... The booming laugh and deep voice.

Esther Maye Hammaker
French

HE
"
. s '"
Ing

'Thuvmoni, Md.
Always ready with a pun ... Mine-

walk ...

Easy-going ...

Would like to be
bassy ... Fond of
Multi-colored
next. to Godliness

Qmer

Bach lover ...

a secretary in French Em.
purple
Nlaryland drawl
glasses
Cleanliness is
. . . Plays the oroan
...
0

manner but prone to frequent outbursts

... Ex-coed from vV j tten buro Collece Spring6. dd, Ohio.
0
0 '

Mary Harbert
Child Development

Creenville,

Del.

Tall and dark
A gypsy look, complete with
bandanas
Early, early morning croquet
... "C'mon, it's time for dinner".
. Explosive reactions and spontaneous

warmth

The golfer supreme ... "But Wilmington is
so feudalistid" ... A child's delight
Rum
swizzles ... The week in Cape Cod
Always has wet hair on blind dates.

Mary Harrison
English

liM are" .

Clen Ridge, N. ]
Roses, rainbows, and Rachman-

inoff... "As long as he's tall, dark, handsome,
and intelligent" . . . Morning cheer . .
"While you're up, would you .. .P" ... Elective affinities ... Her eyes on the stars with
her feet On the ground ... Intellectual in terest
and intensity ... Brownina 0 and "the wild
.
JOysof liVing" ... Sympathy with a smile.

Hope Hayman
Forest Hills, N.

Y.

"H." ...
"[oy cometh in the morning" .
Music major, but a monotone .. , 49 broken
hearts . . . Numerous uncles, none related
... Brother Bob ... "Let's have a party"..
Strenuous but silent laughter ... Understanding ... Very sane, but very insane
Sometimes parryish, sometimes pensive
Always
at Holmes.
. Here abiderh faith, hope,and
love, but the greatest of these is love.

Jean Elizabeth
History

Hewitt
Poquonnoch Bridge, Conn.

A spelling completely her Own ... "Jeannie"
'Today's a Liberty day!!!" ... Angus is strictly
for business-n1onkey, that is! ... "Temptation" ... Her children ... Hoarding nickels
for the phone booth ... Petite ... Ensign and
Mrs. Richard Thomas, as of June, '52 ...
She knows more about the Academy than the
A~nlIraI ...
"Where's my pen?"
. Long
half.

Marguerite Pierrepont Hoadley
Washington, Conn.

Chemistry

"Pidoe"
'Wh at d'd
I ge
1
you say.)" ... E'nSlgn
O'Connell
The girl with the one green
eye ... Unpredictable sense of humor: never
can tell what she's going to laugh

at ...

"You'll only see my room like this once" .
Fantastic inspirations

..

when it comes to pl"OpS ...
instincts, .. Generosity.

Nothing's

sacred

Strong maternal

Arlene N. Hochman
Art

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The banging door ...

"If it didn't happen in

the seventeenth century, don't ask me!"

.

The imaginative angle
Tartan jacket
.
The New York look
"Now, let's be basic"
Can't possibly think before four A.M .
. . . "How can I do four etchings and a paper

by tomorrow?"
terests,and ideas
a la Hockey.

J

Limitless information,

in-

Quips and witticisms

Jane Hough
Washington, D. C.

Economics

"I should work, but I'm so sleepy" ... Always
a paper due ...
Statuesque and blond.
Those periodic diets offset by orgies of food
...
Yale blue, of course.
. "I wish Ray
would call" ... Sees the good in everyoneand
the bright side to everything ... Cigarettes
always handy ...
Photo-papered wall .
Poise and chann.

Julie Ann Hovey
Springfield, Mass.

Econ01nics

"Hello, ladies" ...
of the convulsive

The red glasses ... Julie
laugh ...

Diets 'til ice cream

time .. )' The trek to Hohnes Hall ... SirzMark Inc ....
Habitant of the "little-room"
... Perfectionist ... Flashing eyes ... Globe
trotter ...
Bach B. Minor problems to say
nothing

of COlnpet sing ...

least, ShwifFs.

And, last but not

Molly G. Hunt
Zoology

New Yor", N. Y.

Molly with a
den desire to
monotone ...
to all ... The

hole in her stocking ... A hiddance on a bar
Laryngitis
"Whoop-de-doo"
A friend
ever-ready blush .. , Coffee and

coffee ice cream ...

Movie squirmer

.. Al-

ways busy, always on the move . , . Deep
seated hatred for ukuleles ... The kind word
, , , Even tempered good nature, always with

a smile.

Isabelle Ink ley
English
"Swip".

Cleveland, Ohio
"__
=-.~.;_t..:~~;7~
,Thoughtful

UAnybody got anything

...

Vivacious

.

I can wear?"

.

"Chic" , .. Sudden smile, .. Half hour alarm
clock ritual. , . "Mary Ann, will you please
stop twisting your hair!" .. , Conn-Chords
and
Nutty-Megs to Sibelius ' . , Steadfast and responsible ... "I hope we'll never be like tha r"
, , , Witty when you're not looking.

Nancy Josephine Jackes
English

t. Louis,

Mo.

Nance ... The never fi nishcd sentence .. ,
"In retrospect" ... The tortured lock of hair
· .. Senior privileges-Finally
a unday at Virginia! ...
'That inimitable ]a kcsian humor
· .. The first hundred years arc the hardest
· .. Summers down on the farm ... Delights
in superlatives ... A hosiery ad's dream ...
The warm-heartedness
that wins friends and
inAuences people.

Edythe Hall Jarvis
History

"E "J

"

Fairfield, Conn.

. . .. 011 noisseur of
... <"IT"oto ... V Hal
good Iivinoo . " A nat I1Iere . .. Th·e Dixon
b
bump ... Misty blond hair ... Fifteen-toothrush "flashmab· smile " . "M y ki1I1gc IOm for tne
1
mouse . .. W 01·Id traveler
ann-Chords
d
an
. I Nutty-Mea oS . .. Den-dweller
OrisIna syno
.
o
T. nyms ...
She wakes up "gleeping"
. rue black Republican_

GloriaAnn Jones
English

Jachson, Ohio

Enthusiasm! ...

Amiably ambitious

can always count
imagination ...

011

Gloria ...

...

You

Constructive

Patient and candid

...

Spon-

taneous histrionics . . . Vivid hair, electric
blue eyes, and cavernous dimples! ... Papers
mass-produced : . Christened
every city in
Europe ... Laughs from her boots
Ton of
talent.
Another den-dweller
ConnChords and Nutty-Megs

. . . Light-switch

smile.

JoanSusanne Katz
History

New York, N. Y.

"Rusty". . First to see the funny side and
point it out with that basso-profunda
laugh
... BrooksBros., of course ... "But I've got

a date three weeks from now," ...

"Rus-Rus

isgoing to the lib-lib." ... Interested in everything, everybody . . . Intense . . . Leisurely
breakfasts . . . The continental
touch . .
Conversationalist supreme ... Holmquist
..
Raison d'etre: art and literature.

Roberta Lee Katz
Mineola, N. Y.

Child Development

"Bobby" ...
Purposeful
misinterpretatIOns
· .. Fluctuating personality ...
Pills, pills,
pills ... "Shall I send him a birthday card?"
· .. It's all relatives
Physiological counseling by Dr. Katz
Choice tcchnical terminology with a human touch . , , Spontaneous and unrehearsed
...
Any time is bridge
time ...
LTndiscrilllinating
funnybone ...
That shaggy dog look ...
III-Ie was a nice
boy." ... Always understanding
advice.

Janet Bryden Kellock
English
"Never
".

New Rochelle, N. Y.
underesri
erestlmate

t I'ie powers

of a wom-

an :," Always losing one earring ... [annie
·, .. Blue Moon" . .. TI18 an ]]113
. I ... p assion
far doughnuts ...
"Where's Little Albert?"
P erpetually I· itti
"
From aroyles
,,01 mg everyt 1-unc
to dresses . .. "e'est
_ Ia vie. .o . Lone 0eye·
1ashes . .. "N at too funny" .. " Coffee efiend
'I

· ..

Long blond hair and tall men ...

AI.

ways 'I'
wn tin e0 pape rs
- . . . "1'1)'ie I uddle Jumper"
· ..

r-

er nephews.

Judith Kellogg
History

Hudson Falls, N. Y.

Judy

'The thing of it is"
The sun worshipper
So very cuddly
Great passion
for blue
To go with the eyes ...
Perpetuallycheerful grin and four-day week-ends
. Thames
A visit to Tere and a yellow
convertible
Just a little girl ... Slimmest
mountaineer
"It's drawahs, not drawers!"
. Small in form but not in personality.

Jane Wilson Kerr
Social Anthropology

Washington,

D. C.

Janie Sympathetic warmth and responsiveness
The Art of Living ... Artistic sensitivity
Rises with the sun
Beautiful
hairwhich curls on week-ends!
'Two on
theAisle" ... Bob's the boss now
motherly
advice... Squats Turkish fashion on the Boor
surroundedby books and papers ... Anthropologypatterns her culture.

Rachael

W.

Kilbourne
Col".,nbus,

History

Ohio

"R ac I"1e .,. Fu .11of the devil ... Dictionary
" of
. I
Cute fioure ...
"Chapeaux ...
JO ces . . .
'"
f'
F
. IGUS. . . Cole Porter .an . .. reguent·
.
M etrcu
I lists to port ... "A curly one" .. '. Efficiency
YI
Little doctor ...
Infectious giggle
pus..
.
b 1
...
Eat the biscuit ...
Shuns Ilcge
.
French fried potatoes and whipped cream .
Has

"Hick fits" ...

wants

"Iat east Four"
'our ...

One of "saintly six."

Catherine Anne Kirch
Engli.sh

Des tv1.oines, Iowa

Cathy ...
Determined!
...
"Don't do now
what you can put off indefinitely" ... A
devilish glean1 in her eyes when hatching an
idea ... Crossword puzzle expert who knows
words no One else has ever heard of ... Tenminute bridge games ...
L.W.M.V.
.. A
Charles Addams sense of humor ... Worst
looking sneakers On campus.

Helen Knight
Hensonville, N. Y.

Frel1ch

"Honey". . "I wish my boy would call to-

mcht"
.
o

Packs a

week in advance . . .

'Yeu've upset my whole routine".
Only
knitfivepairs of socks this week ... Letter a
day from West Point fiance Sully Johnson

. Alwayshungry ...

Spontaneous giggle

. Laughsat all your jokes ... "Doesn't
onebut me ever wash the bathtub?"

any-

Bette Snow Knowlton
El1glish

South Orange, N.

J.

"PIxelsand Lurps" ... Fanciful editorials in
Quarterly . . . Chagall, champa one, and
~h
0
c eherazade" ...
Vivid imagination
.
"Anotherhelping of potatoes, please"
.
Spaghettiand wine by candlelight ... Lover
ofthe five arts ... ''I'll think about it tomorrow . " F'renner pants. .. " It seemed like
. a
goodideaat the time" ... Breakfast with song
'" The sky's the limit.
l

!

Ann Crockett Knox
Nashville, Tenn.

Art
Belle of the Coast Guard

formals ... An affinity for white Persian cats and classical music ...
Inclination
for the arts.
Those
lovely eyes..
The charm of the South ...
Three A.M. lights ...
Semper Paratus is her
guide ...
An a u ra of tranquility
.. The
touch of the artist is in her hands.

Romaine ElizabeLh Kryskill
Zoology

"Kr ) 5
7

"

Corapolis, Pa.
..

"I' ve got so much to do, thin k 1']]

take a nap and get that over with first"
tttached
to Tommy
...
Whimsical
sense of
rumor and piercino ojoole
R d li J l'
. h hai
b C' bO
'"
e ( IS 1 0 lilt
In
er" au . .. "I use T·-·
o
mtarr, what's )Iour
excuse?
.
. " F·reckl es anc J 21 inch
waist ...
B andbox outfits
Passi
f

T .",

..

.11Iee

....

showers

aS5IOn or orange

a

clay.

lipstick

Mary Katherine Lackey
HOllie Econonz.ics

Pelham Manor, N. Y.

"nI.K". . "What's a six letter word for Arabiancoin" ... Pixie grin and giggles ... Yale
priority. . "Do you think I'm getting measles
againt. . Versatility from the tennis court
to thepiano ... Her phone calls clog the lines
.. "If he went to Andover, I'm sure 1'd know
him"... Always natural

and always friendly.

Elizabeth Lahm
English
~jZ ...

Sta111,ford} Conn.
"You're only projecting!"

...

Interest

people for "seventy mental reasons" ...
Crinklednose ... Never at a Joss for words
... Talksto hOlses ... Receptive to new ideas
"
'" EnJ'oys pamtmg
. .. lip easant 'f"
s eet .,.
U~conventjonally conventional ... "But Iny
hal[doeshave red tints." ... Wants to be a
psychiatricsocial worker continue painting,
and win a horse shaw.
)
In

Dene Laib
Detroit, Mich.

Art History

"Who took myKing of the moun tarn
.. 93 Stuart ... Supports
Judy, Gibson)"
.. "Got to go to New York
Bell Telephone.
8 a.m, Fog ... Third Aoor
this weekend" ..
"If
cornmons r00l11 . . . Pros ,and Cons..
you'll pardon the expression". ..
Thames
. . . Repartee and a red-l:3Hed gnn ...
Europe ... Whispering Srnirh ... I-Ie~~
.OW~
menacerie
...
"Remember,
keep
smIlmg.
o

Nancy Margaret Laidley
Child Development
Always

...

la"ughing ..

Inhibitions

...

Shahe!' Heights, Ohio
Never

Three-day

weekends to
clothes
"There must be a point to this

the dentist in Boston ...

closet

..

Course" ...

a dull moment

Methodical

Community

madman

.

. Female

bird-dog, but really just friendly ... Love for
travel ... Europe, look out! ... Loves youngsters and will always be one.

FrancineElizabeth LaPointe
English

Ticonderoga, N. Y.

"Enterthen!"
Room constantly full of
people... Fun loving ... Practical joker ...
Anavidmovie fan ... "Of the landed gentry"
... Fort Ty ... "I'm scared of the dark" ...
Perpetuallycombing her hair . . . Revival
leader "What should I do?" ... Constant
werner
A serious, sincere side for a special
reII'... Deep warmth for all ... "Filly-Loo!"

Leila Larson
Philosophy

Harrison, N. Y.

'lee" ... "I'm fifty per cent of the Philosophy
department". '.' Beauty rests at nine ... Orchidsand gardenias ... That "don't-tread-onme-before-breakfast"look . _ . Sophistication
andstrikingpoise _ .. Laughter and tears .. _
Telephonecalls for dessert _ .. Advance ticket to tbe ballet ... The cashmere collection
iT
'" m exhausted" ... Sympathy with understanding.

Jean Lattner
Sociology

Des Mvines, IOlVa

"S)""

The oirl with the pink hair ... As
"Ells:orth"
... Flashbulbs in most
naug ty as
1
"I'll clue
unexpecte d p 1a ces .. , T lames . ..
"
I-Ier independence
reIgns supreme
you ."
I B' .
· . . Hoping for the "Last of t re 19-t]~~
Conscious of her Soc. larnin
spen d ers .,.
· .. Sporadic studies
III ~are less ..
American Beauty with that Pans look ... The
h ...

l111

JJ

II

raised eyebrow.

Jane Campbell Law
English

Scarsdale, N. Y.

Wann understanding ... III feel a pun coming
on" ... Thames
Our leader in innocence
· .. "Cla-a-s-s-s-y"
The home-cut hair ...
Steady transit from New Haven to the Cape
· .. Ever ready with Sloan's liniment.
Van Gogh and EI Greco ... The problems of
being social . . . Will she have that year's
honeymoon in Scotland?

Patricia Mae Sherman

Forest Hills, N. Y.

P~dwlogy
"Sherm'".

LeFevre

. Has bridge down to a science

.. The Sherman shirts
"Been a liar all
mvlife" ... Dark eyes
"He's the sweetest
g~yin the world!" ... Those Saturday night
blues. . "I only got twelve hours sleep last
night".. Weekend at the Waldorf ... She's
a Mrs. now ... Her complexion's a photographer'spleasure ... In general the Conover
type.

Monica Lennox
Art

Indianapolis, Ind.

MOnnie... Soulful brown eyes
Neat exCharcoal
The artprojectblues
"[eepers" ... "But they do
wear shoes in Indiana" . . . All-round hard
worker ... Ne'ws associate editor ... "I love
peoplewho wear glasses" ... Willing and able
~ help out ... The fifty-cent lecture ...
rom-trottingIvy Leaguer ...
Always in a
lUsh.
cepr Thursdays

Jean Evelyn Lewis
New York, N. Y.

English

Tl rat Iong, lana0' hair neatly turned under-on
b
f
Talks in her sleep a. out ar
k d
weeens...
and that certain clay with Dave
I
away paces
Trinkets stuffed animals, scrapbooks, and
~~~venirs frO~11Yale ... Always saying "New
York's Illy home," but seems
live in E.ngIe-

t?,

"Let's have a party
poetry as well as prose.
\·voo d ...

..

Flair for

Janet A. Lindstrom
HO1ne Economics

West Englewood, N.

J.

J an

"OJ1, man. I"
. "
. Tl le 'Wh 0Iesome
Swede ... Impeccable.
. HGram'l_ancl her
cookies . . . The Rogues GalJery
Service
League and refreshment squad
More than
comperenr

...

Aguanlarine

before breakfast!
... Thames ...
...

Lotion

...

Sings

. . . A finger in every pie
Even cooking in chern lab!

Hopes to achieve Success in home ec.-

practically ... Well worn path between Academy and Freeman.

Dana Lauria
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sociology

"Dede" , .. Snow-white complexion ... Long,
darkhair. , . "I'm on a diet but pass the potatoes"... Loud voice at midnight ... That
laugh. . La confidante
Gardenias and
long-distancephone calls
"My but people
arc fascinating" ..
Sensible and even-ternpered ' . , Burns the midnigh t oil . . . "Is
there a doctor in the house?".
. Kitchen
capers.

Shirley Ann Lukens
Ed"cntio>!

West Hartford, Conn.

"Whee,the weekend starts tomorrow"
Sundayswith Dick and thermo-dynamics
..
Fairytale girl with a storybook courtship ...
Nicemixtureof sense and nonsense ... Hose
coloredglasses ... Hidden nair for the whimsical... Feminine
One of the few who
leadsan organized life
Always herself ...
~Ierrychuckle ... A dreamer, but practical
fora IIthat , .. Nice to know.

Arien Hausknecht

Mack

Philosophy

New London, Conn.

Frank and unconventional
...
Sophisticated,
but kittenish wit]t occasional reversions to sec-

ond childhood
Petite

...

and strikingly

Love of exotic foods ...
attractive;

the brain of
Now

the crew
.. C.C. in three years
back in a new capacity ... Gullible

A de-

bator more than capable of holding her own
... A Ford in her past, a n Oldsmobile in her
future.

Josephine MacManus
Art

Pelham Manor, N. Y.

"Diet starts
tomorrow" . .. 1"1'
.
le gleatest 0 f
p~lrty?~rls with Monday remorse ... Cheer)'
disposition
"'N . I' II
""
at
e ra m bu t Pelham
i\'Ian or
Te' 1111]5 en t I'ausrast ..
Three
. "
strenuous
ter
. I I
. d
111S as SOCIa
C 'iairrnan
... Southel n rawl at odd
. co
moments ... Expressive eyes

A whiz on the 1
.
s. "
IG
s opes. .. 0 ur candidate
randma Moses
M d
the Be'
db'
. 0 est. "
rrnu a uc
S
o . "
toop-eIweller.
ucceec

H

to

as

Monique

C. Maisonpierre

French

New Yorh, N. Y.

":deekie" Sincerity tempered with a sense
ofhumor
The world's best audience . . .
Sparklingbrown eyes ... Contagious laugh
... Perpetual tan ... Tennis enthusiast ...
"1can't decide whether to think in French or
English"
Those complicated letters and
postcards "What am I going to do?" ...
"ButI don't understand" ... Endless experiment anecdotes.

Ruth Mary Manecke
Zoology

Roslyn, N. Y.

'That gentleman prefers a red-head" . . .
lJanecke'smenagerie ... The far-away look
' .. "What was for breakfast?"
Delightful
freckles... "M Listget tanned"
Frog legs
andfish heads ... "Who's the phone for?"
'" Rubber·jointed contortionist ... A combination of romanticism with modern 20th centurytypeat its best ... Interestino personality
underhappy-go.lucky surface.
e

Joan Louise Marsland
Holyoke, Mass.

Govern1nent

"M arSle
.. " .. , The doll-baby exterior ...h Keeps
fat er. ...
Illlilk luaD hours
1.
. • . OUf Puritan
. b ecause..
sleep without
Satin
. Couldn't ..,
"Peter Ceorge" ... Periodical cleaning bmges
... Roma Dicta Est ... The Holyohe Transcript at chapel period ...
An irresistible
charmer ... Shampoo causes a metamorphosis
... Telephone fibber ... Momcnt;,of unconrained hilarity ...
That certam Je ne SaIS
quoi."

Sara Jane Maschal
Botany
Rascal Maschal.

Westport, Conn.
. Unorthodox

buttoning of

her campus coat ...
One never knows. , .
Last 111inute botany rnajor
"Have you seen

my newest acquisition?"
Doodler extraordinaire ...
She reigns in a friendly room
... Bubbling "Soda" ...
enthusiasm
that paid off
Amazed eyebrows above a
perky nose
Persistent and discerning logic
...
Engaging individualist cOlllllluting be-

eeoe

tween here and New Haven.

Roberta E. Mauro
Chemistry

Providence, R, I,

Darkhair streaked with grey , , , Generous
Bobby, .Pop corn Crew , ' , Prankster , , ,
"Hello?", ' ' Bridge shark , , , The orange
sweater,, ' Wants to work in an FBI lab, , ,
Sp'ghetti for everyone , , , That laugh , , ,
"salTedya', didn't n" , , , Everybody's typist
'" Purple and gold, , ' "Learned a new word
today" , , , Blend of naivete and quick perception.

Joyce Leeming
Zoology ,

Mayfield
New London, Conn,

Thecurly-headed imp, , , "Lemon" , , , ''I'll
he Inby 10:30 tonight!" , , , Loves all felines
~' "My pal, the dogfish embryo" , , , Those
Inyardnoises, , , Member of the Northern
Ligh~. '. "0 nIy one more I ab t hiIS wee k"
,: ' The vivacious head of the Shwiffs , , ,
~eI'erlnis
ick ". LIS'
Ch
.
ses a tnc
ernon p us tan s
!l5lmaswedding bells,

Elizabeth McLane
Psychology

New Canaan, Conn.

Betsy.
mate" .
poise .
Turned-up

"But I study better with a roomBarber of K.B ....
That queenly
Sunday symphony sessions, . ,
nose and ready smile ... "How
revolting!" ... Never too busy to help a friend
Country
girl sophistication.
. Eventful
chaperoning to Europe
"Hey, who left the
ring in the bath tub?"

"The worst is over;

I survived Monda y ."

Genevieve McLaren
Econo17'/.ics

Sail Mateo, en/.

"Gene" .
Tl
I
. re Cal.F
1.orn ia 1
00'.
"Some'
body talk to me!" ... Cute legs.
Scotch'
. Oblivious to "good" music , .. Grace
Smith financier ...
Outdoor aid
Has
"Hick fi "
b
...
, ts ... Tahoe ... Perpetual blush ...
To have a person a]
J·'I
. IlieI'mg SIX.
c
.. ll1C crgarten
me
sans.
. Joke appreciator ... Jovial. . Even
tempered.
. IY SIX.
."
. One 0 f" saint

Kaye

McLatchie

Child Development

Greenlvich~ Conn.

i\llI'ayspleasant except she won't, will not, refusesto talk before breakfast ...
McLatch
occupiesmost popular room on K.B.'s penthousefloor ... Ambition is to settle in one
placeand never move again
Big noise
fromWinnetka, that's Kaye!
Degas, Dehussyand Danilova ... Modern dance group
... Hawaiian shirts and plaid pedal pushers.

Winann Rogerson Meyer
Cldd Development

Peoria, Ill.

"But when did the alarm go off?" . . . BI ue

prrntsfor architecture and graphs

for nutri-

tlOn... A whiz on the tennis courts,

.. Never

adullmoment
A five-course breakfast in
oneminute flat
Surrounded by good-Iook109 men ... "]'ve modeled and modeled but
where'sthe publicity!" ... Shinino hair and
goldentan.
c

Suzanne Mink
English

Bristol, Conn.

"Zannie" ... The diplomat ... Serene and
sophisticated
The elfin face with a widow's peak
Real wit
TI,~e ?W\,v:og
family of nieces and nephews
I like him,
but I don't think it's love"
Dependable
and honest.
. BLI nching hair
"What a
kick!"
The visitor ..
Loathes letter
writing
(lS.B. anyone?"
Keen mind
... Like unto a willow.

Evelyn Mary Moore
Sociology

Stratford,

Conn.

The best things come in little packages from
"Hobby" ... "Of Course I'm going to see Jack
this weekend" ... Her love for Hewers ...
Sclunelvin and all the little ones ...
Sly
quips and sly surprises ...
Remembers the
things that everyone else forgets ... Shiny
shoes and a comb in her pocket.
One of
the K.B. Ponds' girls.

Nancy Morton
Eug/ish

Greenwich) Conn.

""'ort", ' .Our favorite confidante , , , Serene
graceand calm manner ... III must go study
Italian", , ' Born for the b's and g's ' , , Conscientious... "How 'bout a cup of coffee?"
, "When I have my car , , ." ... Always
neatas a pin ... "At the university" ... Editorof News,
,That contented smile
Sophisticatewith a teddy bear.

Mary Frances Munro
Art

Milton, Mass.

EnthusiasticMolly , .. Sense of humor plus
, , , Wears her heart on her sleeve ... The
model'sfigure, .. Will get the Celestial Trio
toCarnegieHall yet . . . Lover of English
3·4,, . Those "C" Book blues ... Member of
theNorthern Lishts
who loves Nantucket
o
d Ifl" . ..
Th G)'mang]es. .. "B oy, I' m t'e eo.
epartygal ... Friendly.

Jane Murchison
Dauas, Tex.

History

"Got any new jokes?" _ .. Avid reader of nonacademic material ... Daily crossword puzzle

. Give-away eyes and freckles ...
ing ...

Gets the <lgigs" . , . Beautiful,

Easy gobeauti-

ful Texas ...
naps
and
mail
dict

First draft papers ... Incessant
... Quick mind
Unique weekends
SUJ11111erS
in Madison
.. "Cct any good
today?".
. Flick and Life magazine ad... Stoop-dweller.

Elizabeth

Myers
Portland, Me.

Art

the illusion of qu ietness, but what a
talker ... Popcorn Crew ... "Tea, ladies?"
...
Loves to play the mystery woman ..
Grable figure ...
Her green thumb ..
"Never heard of Keokuk?" ...
Glasses [or
every occasion.
. Independent
Turquoise jewelry ... Friday night hair-washing

Gives

and neatness

always

...

Almost silvery hair

Music from Tchaikowsky

to Sousa.

Kathleen Eileen Nelles
Rockville Centre, N. Y.

Art

Kay ... Unusual, warm, character? She is one
One lousy venetian-blind
chord Nelles
· .. Kay-otic ... Surprising talents ... Instigator of unusual weekends ...
"Van Gogh"
· .. A hat for every affair, a joke for every occasion ... Bandaged sneakers ... A stunning
hlack, pin-stripe dinner skirt
.. Unfailing

enthusiasm ...

"Booming!"

. «l\Telles, do

you ever do any work?"

Norma Neri
Mmic

New Britain) Conn.

Sensitive and sensible ... Pretty brown eyes
and Bawless complexion
. . . Sometimes
I
just don't understand men"
Mixture of
responsibiliry and vagueness
Nothing she
can't do
Out three nights, phone calls the
other four
Clever humor ... Music spe-

· Ity tIie organ . ..
CIa
Neatness personified

Dawn mimic.

"I'In so depresse d" ...
. . . Our

own

Billie

Mariamne Meade Newbold
Jenkintown,

History

Pa.

"But Janet, I really failed this time"
Loves
animals ... A consistent success
"There
are things other than studies" ... One ukulele
plus derennination makes a musician
Extra-long, long weekends ... Artistic
The
freckles and the crew-cut.
. Genuine ...
Backbone of A.A. . . . Seems to be lacking
socks ... Big grin.

Evelyn Maria Oberem
Elma, N. Y.

Art History
Evie
cut it"

Blue-eyed blonde ...
Artistic

temperament

the battle of neatness ...

"No, I won't
...

Fights

Yen for a "beach of

own"
Large and varied masculine entourage
"But an artist must know life" .. ,
<II can't get through class without coffee" .. ,

Illy

The beachcomber
for me to wear?"

"Who has something
Candid and frank.

Margaret

Ohl

Child Development

Poland, Ohio

Margie ... Busiest gal on campus ... "When
I lived in Hamburg" ... Those long and curly
eyelashes ... The phone is always for Margie
... 'Til never lit into that dress" ... Cleveland Indians' best fan ... Never an empty
mailbox . . . "Verrrry interesting" . . . Little
Margie, play on your harp ... Sympathetic
and understanding . . . Finger in every pie.

Elizabeth Harris Osgood
Art History

East Lansing, Mich.

Betts ...
"Who likes hand-knit ties?"
.
There'll always be an England for her
.
Who else has such expressive toes?
"How
I hate to get up in the morning"
Playful
glances ... That embarrassed look
"But
we're just good friends!" ... Midnight philosopher ... Twinkle in her eye . . . "Oh, for
heaven's sake!"

Kathleen O'Toole.
Orange, Conn.

History
Kat.ie ...

'IAv~7 kids"

Poker face lends im-

pact to her humor
ing" ... The library's
Discerning evaluations
... "I love him!" ... A

"I know where I'm gomagazine scholar ...
... Profligate libertine

pillar of self-sufficiency
who remains serene above trivialities ... Madc1eningly nonchalant,
but ... Flaming red, for

excitement

...

More than holds her own in

any discussion.

Helene Paris
English

1Mashingtoll, D.

"Frene I"
'Y

Greek-coin

head

...

throes of creation-especially at midnight
Frenzied

thought

forays

into Faulkner

hOITI

home ...

. . . Ambition:

...
Eng-

Sunday papers
Philosophical let-

Poor man's Pearl Bailey

to play

Delt's chapter room.

The

The pure

and the positive statement ...

lish papers par excellence
mean crossword puzzles

ters

...

C.

the oroan

e

in Alpha

Betty Lee Patterson
Econontics

Woodbridge, Conn.

"Curley" ... That wonderful hair ... Corner
on the shampoo market .
Fond of blond
hair and horn-rimmed glasses ...
"Shugie"
... Soft-spoken ... Life of the party ..
Charm and sincerity ...
Economics major
with a flair for art
Friendly smile
Grace
Smith organizer

Those parties

wagon delicatessen ...
sheet monopolizer.

Station-

l-Iard worker ...

Blue

Adele Pattison
Art

Upper Montclair, N. J.

"Pat" ... Sundeck suntan ... 8:31 breakfast
and 6:01 dinners ... "No, no, it's UPPER
Montclair" ... Early to bed, and late to rise
... Last minute dashes for class ... "Do you
think I'll ever go sailing on the Thames?"
Magazines for relaxation, especially at
exam time ..

Chocola te Easter egg prizes

Touches of sarcasm ...
blonde.

Slender and

Gertrude Perkins
Gates Mills, Ohio

History
II

Be sure to wake me up at seven" ... That

hair, that room, that icebox! .. , Our responsible coffee chairman
Extensions and

make-ups ... "[ust a kid"
Literature from
the Book of the Month
Healthy look ...
Good-natured ... Flick addict.
. Loves to
sleep and take baths ... "They're satsumas,
not oranges" ... Stoop-dweller.

Florence Porter
Religion

Kansas City, Mo.

"Flops" ...
Leaves 7:30 for an 8:00 class
"It' s a great I·f·f
1 e]
you d'on t wea ken"
'en .. ,
Provincial

(everything's

up to

dare in Kansas

City) ...
Nasal twang
"You all" ...
Early to bed, early to rise
Long eyelashes
... Neatness personified
Many are called
but few are chosen ... Naive but she's learnmg.

Joan Priscilla Purtell
Government

Wakefield, Mass.

Joannie ... A giggle that's heard for miles
... A touch of chartreuse
Riotously disorganized ... Enthusiasm
Ardent convictions ...

lilt's vital to study government"

...

Thoughts for the day
"A shot of fear goes
through my heard"
Affectionate .. _ "Do
you think I did the right thing, gang?" ...
Knows the train schedule to Hanover by heart.

Beverly Ann Quinn
Economics

Springfield, Mass.

Bev . . _ "Something small; something in
mink" ... Industrious worker ... Worries if
there's less than a week to study for tests _ . _
Nose for news
Vast wardrobe enlarged by
parents' visits

"Must be Gregory for me"

.. _Summers at Groton Long Point ... Naturally curly hair washed an hour before date
arrives ... "Kiddies" _ . _Self-appointed proctor.

Nancy Reeve
EC011.01nics

Reevie ...
Mrs. Anthon)' in charge of the
group morale
A pep talk for ever)' depress,
ing occasion
"Life is but a sea of tragedy"
Raucous laugh
How can one girl so
small eat so much?
"If she can get mar.
d
I"
Fi
rre , anyone can.
...
-rrst (.'or brid
n ge ...

Malapropisms ...
song's a favorite.

Ducktail hair

. Every

Barbara Rex
Philosophy

Binghawuo», N. Y.

"R"ex)' '"

Of. the one track mind ... Frank

...

Sheep clog look ...

Wonderful sense of

color . . . Personal 1113 i] man to second floor
Freeman
Always knits, always ... liThe
mail is out"
Brass voice ... HWish held

call, though there's no reason wliy he should"
... Stubborn ...
Buclgeteer ... Columbia
patch on her pocket ...
Heart)' laugh
Medical widow after June.

Elizabeth Richtmyer
Albany, N. Y

Govern-rnent

Becky ... Night owl hours ... Well-stocked
laundry boxes ...
The knowing look ...
World-wide globe trotter ...
Perfume that
bubbles ... Outline efficiency ... "As a matter of fact"
A love for convertibles and
the stage
Cluttery room
brows and a determined chin

Raised eyePassion for

purple ...
"I had a divine time" ...
sympathy of a good listener.

The

Elizabeth Rockwell
Physical Education

s.

Norwalk, Conn.

"The word is-" ..
Sue ... White bucks
and blond hair ... "Does anyone have any
gum?" ...
"Meatball" ...
Susu ...
Perpetual diet ... Unlimited amount of energy
... Five more Hights ...
"Mighty, mighty
Rec Hall" ... The only Dodger Fan not from
Brooklyn.
. Art Hodes' Five ...
Natural
tact and high sense of honor combine to make
her our Chief Justice.

Margery Rose
Spanish

Glen Ridge, N. J.

Margie . . . MexicaJa Rose . . . Exuberance
plus, even in the early morning ... Weekends, the bigger the better ... The facial exc1amation points and the ever-percolating
imagination ... The letter writer of all letter
writers ... Mrs. Ray's better half ... Argyle
innovations ... Perennial pink peddle pushers but never ever blue jeans ..
Senorita
nluy viva.

Mary Ann Rossi
Classics

Torrington, Conn.

"M.A.".
S incerely generous ... Effervescent ... Hair of ebony, heart of gold ... Always amenable ...
Flair for lancuazes
...
b
b
Aesthetically responsive ... Spaghetti dinners
at the Rossis'
Donnie and dippy ... A
second jolson
"Let's sing" ... From ConnChords and Nutty-Megs
to Palestrina ...
Den-dweller ...
A sana in her heart and a
smile on her face.
o

Eleanor Russell
Chemistry

Montclair, N.

J.

Ellie
White bandana and camel's hair
coat
Big blue eyes ... Noxema all winter
long
Perpetual non-smoker's hack ..
Affectionate sarcasm Ii propos the moment
... In bed by nine every night ... "I want
50¢, please" ... "Prettiest girl in Plant" .
Headquarters: third floor, New London
No patience with "unfair" assignments

Personal dignity.

Julie Russillo
History

Newport, R. 1.

Casual about work ... "I was G. S. last year"
... Ensign Russillo in June ... A ready third
for the flicks
Spent her junior year at
Creighton
Frequent change of address
... A perpetual cat-napper and avid magazine
reader ... From a long line of Navy men ...
A doting aunt ... Neatness epitomized.

Barbara Clare Sanderson
Milton, Mass.

Econoraics

"Sandy" ... Another broken fingernail ...
"Well, jeepers".
. Cream cheese and olive
sandwiches..
"I do not have a Boston accent!" ... Anchors on her collar and a Dartmouth frat pin ...
Her brother, Steve ...
"Are you two sisters?" ... Sweater and pearls
ll

... "I really must cut my bangs
on her window sill.
. Universal

...

Animals
typewriter.

Barbara Ann Scheib
Art

New Rochelle, N. Y.

HE obb e " ...
"S tu db"
ying is such a ore ..
Russian symphonies and classroom doodles ..
"I just make use of every minute" ... Cheerful generosity ...
People are the most interesting things . . . I'tennis is my favorite

Work always finishecllona before
sport "'"
~eadljnes ... Usually late but never lazy.
I Just adore Boston" ... The inevitable smile.

Janet Schmitz
Art

Naugatuck, Conn.

"Today is Bill-Mac clay".
bargains ...

Schmitzy ...

. Has an eye for
"He's got the guard

again" . . . Promoter of Tin Pan Alley . . .
Chipmunk pouches ... Passion for chartreuse
and red combinations
.. Carlos' best customer ...
Flashing both a miniature and a

diamond.
tuck ...

. Extolls the virtues of Nauga·
Never works but makes honors ..

lIOh, mold."

Mary Seaman
Psychology

Orange, N. J.

"You think you've got troubles!" ... The tall
girl with the short men ... Daily calls from
mother, Bobsie, or? ... Panic before quizzes
... Interest in ball games ... "Wake me up
in ten minutes"

... Quick tan

Cache in desk drawers

Voguey with an accent on

cashmere . . . "Bring me a surprise" . . .

Stoop·dweller.

Mary

W.

Sessions
Bristol, Conn.

Art

Explosive.
"Oh, but Gladys!" ... "Sesh"
· .. Forgetful ...
Generous ..
Red hair,
blue eyes, and freckles
Special brand of
humor ... Saralinda
Ted Williams fan
· .. "v\Thy do I have to do that?" ... Writes
impertinent comments on the door jams ...
Protector of Bowers and animals ... "Oh, I
just don't care!" ... Sensitive ... Perfectionist about her art.

Dorothy Shaw
History

New London, Conn.

"Sleepy-time gal" who
ton doubles champ ... "What's
450 ... Freckles and eat's eyes
disposition
Loves to dance,
Charleston
Struoolino
aloneb
oo
0
Dot ...

· .. "T'he bus

111USt

be late" ...

is a badmin-

the bid?" ...
... Enviable
especially the
in second alto
Last minute

projects with good results-especially
and history ... Amiable.

in gov't.

Mary Sheldon
Economics

Englewood, N.

J.

"Ceweed" ...
The New York Times after
breakfast and cigarettes after lunch
. . .
"[oanie!"
Ready to discuss Ec. at the drop
of a hat
Coffee at the snackshop ... Likes
blue-the Air Force variety
"That's ni-ice!"
... Alpha Delts at Wesleyan
Weekends at
Middletown and Boston ... Knox Robins, of
course ... Beautiful, expressive hands.

Shirley Sargent Sly
Economics

Summit, N.

J.

"What's a three-letter word for rubber tree?"
Brought those brown eyes and healthy
cheeks from Bradford ... Magazines piled under her hockey stick and tennis racket ... Always there ... We'd like to get that brother
here in person ... Choir hat
"Anybody
want to go to the movies?"
Unassuming
manner.

Eleanor Souville
Garden City, N. Y.

French

Ellie ... ]et-propeJled enthusiasms
Widely
dispersed field of social activities
Junior at
Adelphi ... Kappa T-shirt ... The smile that's
an ad writer's dream ...
French club social
chairman
Tennis anytime ... 1I0h, I must
tell you"
Proust panic ... Piano vies with
bridge for leisure rnornents
. Patience and
sincerity ... Effervescent charm.

Natalie Sherman Sperry
English

Cheshire, Conn.

"Nicki" ... Long, loose locks ... Sock factory
... Information bureau ... Can't skip "Skippy" in the A.M ....
Work ,for the nicht
is
0
coming.

, . IIBob says" ...

Always ready to

lend a helping hand ... Only studies five days
for a quiz ... Worry, worry, 'Norry, but things
are in A-I condition
. "It's Bob that makes
the world go round."

Jeraldine Price Squier
English
Jerrie ...

Newton

Highlands,

Mass.

"No bird soars too high if he soars

with his own wings" ...
"This is ridiculous!" ..

An individualist.
Perceptive remarks

and wit ... Hebrews 13: 8
Natural looks
. No-doz every four hours
Sincere love
for Beethoven and Blake
Palestrina
Room full of Oriental atmosphere ... Poetry
heading toward the Nobel Prize.

Emilie Louise Starke
English

Pittsfield, Mass.

Emilou ... The regal beauty ... Thames ...
"And you know what?".
. The feminine
touch ... They all come with tall, dark, handsome appeal, and they all come often.
.A
dancing personality ... Soft voice combined
with a serene natu re gives a distinctive

and dignity
paintings
ship.

charm

A room marked by plants and
A mainstay of Religious Fellow-

Janet Stevens
Concord, Mass.

Sociology
"Archie was so cute

today!".

. Big-hearted

... One of the S. B. supporters ... Enthusiastic about everything
]. S. Grocery Store,
Inc ....

Detern1ined

of transportation

...

Distinctive

Efficient ...

methods

Fresh air

fiend.
. Long and lean.
Excels in any
sport you can name ... Human knitting ma-

chine and change box.
. Wheels and hoofs
... Mascot Hunt clue finder . . Perpetual
showers.

Joan Strachan
Spanish

New Rochelle, N. Y.

Have a little meat with your salt ... Found
she just couldn't leave CC ... Fourth Roar
warbler with a good sense of humor ... Excitable, good-hearted
Interested in people,
things, and everything
Loyal friend ...
"Ceweed>!" ... An endless cookie supply has
no effect on her figure ... Vivacious party girl
counterbalanced

by conscientious

student.

Ruth Stupell
Economics

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Our own Sarah Bernhardt

"Cuddles" ...
Well-turned ankles . . . "The Glass Menagerie's" Amanda
. . . Professional modesty . . . She kept the
florist busy on opening night . . . 'Where
there's a song" ... What the well-dressed gal
will wear
Mid-winter tan ... "Rumor has
it, Sue"
A friend indeed.

"Who messed my bed?"

Gloria Ann T elage
Zoology

New London, Conn.

"Tommy" ... Perpetual occupant of the Zoo
lab ... "Holy Catastrophe" ... Musical star
of Commuters' Club ... A transfer student
from Mitchell College with an active interest
in Religious Fellowship ... Her big problem:
to marry for love or security ... Exuberant
spirits reflected in everything from Zoo to
bicycling ... The eyes have it.

Patricia Backes Terrell
History

Baltimore, Md.

Pat ...
Laconic wise-cracks ... The indescribable laugh ... Photographic memory ...
Easygoing ...
The perennial redhead
Tales of "the family" ... No one escapes her
flair for mimicry ...
Her roommate used to
be neat ... Super-enthusiasm
For school work
... Athletic without effort ... Fake exasperation . . . Sympathy for the underdog ...
Burns the midnigbt oil.
. That lean and
hungry look

LaRue Helen Th.ompson
English

l',ilanhasset, N. Y.

"Geezy, peezy'' ... Colorfully framed transfer
from P.GW. with the ready laugh ... Quiet
poise
Her ad copy will put Vogue on its
toes
Mountaineer.
. Saves like a chipmunk
Works like a beaver
Afternoon
tea in 326 ...
Itemized lists
Devours
"House and Garden"
.. Lary .
Our
lavender lady ...
Typing practice paid off
for her.

Myra T omback
Chemistry

Mount Vernon, N. Y.

"Mike" ... The cultured chemist ... Adept
participant in all the arts ... Bop and Madame
ButterBy ... WiJI settle for "a modest little
castle in Italy"
Excels in everything ...
Petite and agile
Has a zest for adventure
... Five Arts vamp ... Room full of atmosphere ...
Fluttering
«Let's take a walk" ...

window curtains ...
1\llusic-music-music!

Marian Dorothy Trefzger
Larchmont, N. Y.

Psychology
"Shorty" ...

Her malapropisms-marshal

marital, gelJation for gelatin ...

for

Dance artiste

... Enterprising ... Always faithful to the
kitchen ... Milk train Sunday mornings
.
Minnie Mouse shoes ... Busy with Binet
.
Coffee and doughnuts at late hours ... John
. Mr. Mole and Mole, Jr. ... "Hacking
around"

tool chest
class.

"Short One"

Her tools and

Industrious

The dancing

Lenore Tresenfeld
Education

Hockensacl«, N, J.

"Lyon "IIOh

ite me
rne" ... That tan,
, sun SIDre
Green eyes and pretty smile ...
"Yes, Anne, rIU awake"
There's nothing
like a southern gentleman
If the joke's
worth telling, Lynn can tell it
The wit,
the smile, the sophisticate
"Don't you
know where Hackensack is?"
Every point
a point for punning.

tha t tan

Patricia Louise Updike
French

Yardly, Pa.

Pat ... Decided likes and dislikes ... Conscientious about studies but leaves time for
fun ... "Why, WHY doesn't that phone ring
tonight?" ... Wants to work in a foreign embassy .. ,Coffee at 1:30, 2:30,4:30 .. ,
French wines, French poetry, France , ..
Bucks County: God's country ... Tigertown
fan, "Corne rain or come shine" ... Flirtatious.

Alida Sanford Van Bronkhorst
Religion

Brooklyn, N. Y.

"Greetings, kiddo" ... Black glasses, Huorescent socks and blue jeans ... "It's van, NOT
Von" ... Delights in "my seven roommates"
... Non-literary limericks, .. Passion for her
portable and mad correspondence . . . Ice
cream forever ... "It was all very MOTHERLY" ... Positive ideas ... Sympathy based on
acute perception ... And time for those thankless odd jobs.

Jean Van Winkle
Child Development

New London, Conn.

"It was just killing" ... Lives for the days at
Osprey Beach ...
Hepped on golf and an
archery sharp-shooter ... Does the minimum
amount of work with the maximum in results
... An abundant talent in the domestic field

...

Dashes to lunch at the Snack Bar ...

have so much to do."

"I

Phyllis Waldstreicher
Brooklyn, N. Y.

English

Phyl ... "Maybe next week, Betty" ... Daily
sandwich and milkshake ... "But kids! my
ribs are showing!"

...

Genuine

interest in

others above self
., Those endless papers
· .. Ruth's greatest fan ... Peaches and cream
complexion ... Gym phobia ... "How old?"
· .. She must have another pair ... 22-inch
waist ... Animal menagerie ... Known for
her honesty ... Strictly feminine.

Margaret Roberta Waller
English

Beth.esda, Md.

Robbie ...
Ultra-gay.
Enviable red hair
· .. "Hey, kids" ... Hyperbole for rhetorical
effect ...
Paper panic
.. Frankness.
Clean-cut features ..
"Susan, make your
bed" ... Always singing ... Sympathetic ...
Heavy step ... Well-timed naivete ... "I feel
so fee!ish" "
Nonchalant ... A WAVE
with a man in every port..
IIAt Madeira,
we ... " ... Open house! ... Baffling ...
Innate sophistication ... Versatile entertainer.

Patricia Wardley
English

Greenwich)

Conn.

"I couldn't care less".
.' She always has an
answer ... Lobster-red feet after a shower ...
Advocator of senior gym (Ho! Hal) ... Crossword puzzle wizard.
. Always has men on
the string ... "Wardley" ... Perpetual feuds
with the maid over the laundry rack and
towels ... Kaine editor and newspaper woman ... Blushes ... Pat.
. Begging "Flem"
for cigarettes.

Beverly
Government

L. Weber
Old Westbury, N. Y.

Bev ... "Hey kids, have you heard?" ... The
soap and water girl ... Fast moving red loaf-

ers and a comfortable red rug ... Hearty enjoyment . . . Open-door policy with the
Philco.
. "Deal me in" ... The turquoise
blue Stndebaker ... Fishnets with matching
pajamas ... Thames ... The Mountain ...
G.O.P. forever ... "I want to see the world."

Alice Marion Weihl
Cincinnati,

English
Allie
Enviable
joker
Crew hat
and well-groomed ...
plus ...
Keen sense

Ohio

figure ...
The eternal
over wet hair ... Neat
Catnaps
Personality
of humor
Popcorn

consumer ...
Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce . . . An understanding
friend.
. "1

can't stand it!" ...
Wonderful smile
Steady blue sheet customer ...
Originality
and charm ... "He has to have a soul!"

Janice Weil
History

Lincoln, Neb.

Generosity plus.
. The determined student
... "1 try to modulate my voice" ... Stylish
clothes for everything and everybody ...
Baby talk
"It's not funny" ... Walking
drugstore

Cashmeres

Contact lenses at last
"What are ya doin'P"
way" ...

Sensitive

. Good na tured.

with dungarees ...

That laugh
"I like my hair this
Photographic memory

Barbara Jean West
Government

Washington) D. C.

"BJ"
"HI0 rues HII·
..
...
a 15 so f ar away " ...
Post-vacation southern accent . . . You can
COUD t on her frankness, bu t her stories can be

HB.J. stands for Beulah Jenny"
· .. Wild musician ... Op-linguist supreme
fabulous ...

· .. Blue jeans and gym suits ... Bridge whiz
· .. "Hold that pose till I get my camera" ...
Sharp wit and warmth.

Laura Wheelwight
Cohasset, Mass.

Art

"H ow ya d OlD
. ""
r ... R osy CIlee k 5 . . . "W a 11y "
loves to sail ...
Our interior decorator ...
Deep thinking and profound philosophizing
... Early to bed, early to rise ... "The house
that Laura built" ... Always rea ely for a swim
...

Those evenings

at Sam's

Spurts of

enthusiasm anel sports enthusiast

A gen-

uine interest

Guard

for e'er ...

in others

. . . Coast

Helen Anne Wilson
Mahwah,

Art
"Willie"

., Racing

N.

J.

along at a 45-degree an-

gle, white and red scarf flying ... Day-long
dreamer ...
"What did you say?" ... Enthusiasm from A to Z ... Optimistic scales
...

Svveeping

tales ...

statements

proved

by old wives'

China doll complexion and salmon

pink painting

suit ...

Original

Always finds the humorous

spelling ...

side.

Lofton Wilson
History
"Lofty"

Coral Gables, Fla.

. The blue room ... Bandana for
Thames ... "I'm bored of it"
... The desk top menagerie ... Drawer full
of food ... Vibrations
(Maybe coming
from perpetual typing))
. Oh so conscientious
Nightly letters ..
From South
America to Boston to Ell rope to the Mountain.
"But I just did wash my hair" .
Genuine
. "You know."
rain or shine ...

Dorothy Ann Wood
Child Development

"Bunny " ,..

Cincinnati) Ohio

"Accor dimg

..
to t Ire stansncs

" .. ,

Blond tresses and stylish dresses ... Can't say
no ... Gullibility ...
Has trouble staying
quiet.

. Life's tense moments

my buzzer?"
turning

"Is that

.. Dream-beguiled.

over a new leaf tomorrow".

. "I'm
, All-

winter tan ... "I've never been so embarrassed
in all my life" ... Mishaps, mirth, and martinis.

Joyce Wuesthoff
Social Anthropology
"That's terrific"

..

Milwaukee,
Her interests

Wis.

are as wide

as her grin ... Crazy about her major. , .
Freckles and funny faces ... Windswept bob
"On the land, in the air, on the sea,

Princeton, here I come." ... She laughs your
blues away ...
Plans to do social work in
South America-combined
with a little star
gazing.

Joan Yohe
River Edge, N.

Mathematics
Soft spoken Jo Yo .
brown eyes

my way"

J.

But those mischievous

"But I have more fun singing

Does math at midnight

mirable persistence

and achievements

Ad1'0

dear, what on earth shall I wear?" .. Delightful naivete with resulting Yohe-isms .
Hackensack's heralder ... "Anybody want to
take a shower?" ... Our loveable Teddy bear.

Class Day

SENIOR HISTORY
I
We were the hollow frosh
We were rhe giddy frosh
Eyes glazed with terror. Alas!
OUf

simpering voices, when

We giggled together,
Were shrill and meaningless
As broken coke machines rejecting nickels
Or the buzzer ringing always for OUf room-mate.

Shape without padding, hair without tint
Minds empty"the Snack Bar full

II
Here we go round the sophomore quad
Sophomore quad sophomore quad
Here we go round the sophomore quad
At five o'clock in the morning.
Between the hunt
And the slump
Between Chaucer
And the hop
Falls the Shadow
A Pro notice

We who have crossed
To seniority-to Comprehensive Kingdom
Look back and remember-

And the creation-of a paper

Profs we quaked to meet in class
Tests we knew we could not pass
All these did appear

And the response-for a week-end
Falls the Shadow
No nights

Between the conception
Between the invitation

Let us draw nearer

Between the desire

To week-end kingdom
(Realm of tiger, Indian, bulldog)
Let us shed campus disguises

And the conscience
Between the date

And the professor

Racoon coat, shirttails, and sneakers

Between the spirits

Let us don our gay apparel
Fa la la la la la la la la

And blue Monday
Falls the Shadow
Week-end campus

Not that first meeting
In the Coast Guard kingdom
That is the rigid land
That is the blue land
There the white gloved images
Stiflly await us, there they receive
The supplication of a prep-school ring
There the pallor of the green-death punch.
Is it like this
In every social kingdom
Never alone
Night clerks dampening ardor
Early curfew
Never seek to know for whom honor court meets
It meets for you
When in doubt-sign out
In this place of paper panic
We grope together
And avoid speech
Gathered on this beach of the tumid Thames
This is the way the year ends.

Fear death by water, Derby Day races
We see crowds of people rushing around in a daze
"If you see dear Jim-tell him I found an old family
friend"
One must be so careful these days
Never doubt-sign out
For thine is
For thine was
For mine is the pin.

Th is is the way the year ends
This is the way the year ends
III
A dull morning we had of it,
Just the worst time of the year
For a gym class, and such a long gym class:
The snow deep and the uniforms thin,
Through the very dead of winter
We were galled, sore-footed, refractory,
Lying down in the melting snow.

IV
There were times we regretted

Our refusals ro Vassar

Because we do not hope to graduate
Because we have no hope
Because we do not hope for anything

And their two years of gym.

000

that Windmill Trio-

Though

It's so elegant

So intelligent
Boulder Dam and The Laughing Song
We slid along the tables

desiring this man's pin and that man's ring

We no lonzer strive towards such things

(Why sho~ld the aged senior mourn her vanished
bloom)

The various ranks of varied green
Because we do not hope to know again

At Danny's on St. Pat's
Talking of trivial things:
He said, '/1 swear I can't bear to look at youYou ought to be ashamed ro look so grubby"
HURRY UP PLEASE IT'S TIME

The schmoes on fraternity rows.
Because we do not think
Because we know we shall not hear
The one veritable question

"He's been at college four years; he wants a good time"
IIWhen she stole my guy I saidI didn't mince my words, I said to her myself-"

And there is no one

HURRY UP PLEASE IT'S TIME
"Take that water pistol out of my back
My nerves are bad tonight"
HURRY UP PLEASE IT'S TIME
Danny with the clock always ten minutes fast
And we borrowed things to change our shape
To make impressions ...
dance, dance

At the Junior Prom.
Even while the music sounds

There arises the hidden laughter
Of children in the foliage

stay out!

We rejoice that things are as they are and
We are almighty seniors.

In the beginning-twelve
o'clock
Racing along the sidewalks
Every street lamp that we pass

And if it rains, cut the class at four.
And we shall playa aame of bridae
Straining bloodshot
summons to appear.

Now-half-past
three
In this decaying hole upon the hill

for the

Sleeping in snatches
With the voices sinzinv in our ears 'b
sayino

May is the cruellest month breedino
,
"
Comprehensives out of the year's encl.
But let us not bother the underclassmen
tales of our woe

1';)

That this was all folly.
This is the way the year ends
This is the way the year ends
This is the way the year ends

vVITI-I A BANG

seniors

Books askew and cigarette butts in crevices

And in the end we preferred to study all night,
n

drum

"Tea with Rockwell at five!"

MIGHTY MIGHTY SENIORS
Stale food on the window sill

A warm coke at ten

"'
waiting

drink with

And what is done is done only for a time
And never really finished

Sit the decaying

"eyes and

to

Because we know that there is never time
Though four courses have Eve courses beat

Beats like a warning

Sweet Thames run softly till our week-ends.
This was the time of tension between staying an
leaving

Never doubt-don't

Because we now can drink

Heed our mournful

dirce
e

This is the way that colleae ends
This is the way that colle~e ends
This is the way that colle~e ends
Not wit]r a bang but a wl~imper.

with

MISSING

t

PERSONS

26

Honor, Citize {hip,
I

I

Leadership ...

Honor Court
L. to R.: Betsy McLane, Susie Bloomer,
Anne Flemming, Zan Mink, Sue Rockwell, chief justice; Jean Chan.dler, Louise Durfee, Esu Cleveland, SJd Robert-

Student Government Officers

L. to R., row r : Sis Gueinzius, Carolyn
Chappel, Barbara Perdun; row 2: Betsy
Goodspeed, Jane Law, Betty Johnson, Joan
Fischer.

Student-Faculty Forum

L. to R., seated: Dell Stone, Nancy Morton, Barbara
Painton, Norma Neri, Louise Durfee, president; Sis Gueinzius, Sue Rockwell, Jane Gerhardt; standing: Jan Lindstrom, Molly Hunt, Gloria Jones, Esu Cleveland.

Cabinet

House of Representatives
L.

to R., seated: Jan Rowe, Bev Stevens,
Terry Ruffolo, Barbara Painton, speaker;
Louise Durfee, Mitzi Covitz, Louise Kunkel; standing: Nancy Brown, Bennie
Jackson,
Annette
Studzinski,
Carolyn
Diefendorf,
Sally Deisrcth, Pat Ahearn,
Ann Hutchison, Sue Gaffney.

Athletic Association
L. to R, row 1; Connie Cuarnaccia, Phyl Coffin, Allie Kanjorski; row 2: Bunny Newbold,
Ellie Russell, Jane Gerhardt, president; Pat Terrell, Sally Lane; row 3: Molly Munro, Kay
McClure, Joan Abbott, Joan Rudberg, Joan Fluegelman,
Geordie Markel, Pat Mottram,
Joan Aldrich.
L. to R., row

1: Sally Backes, Mary
Harrison, Pat
Ahearn, Polly Risley, Nancy Eldridge; row 2: Jan
Weil, joan Strachan, Ruth Gardner, Pat Terrell,
Myra Tomback.

Phi Beta Kappa

L. to R, row J: Nancy Schatz, Bobby Katz, Ann
Walthour:
row 2: Jane Law, Katie O'Toole, Jan
Lindstrom, president; Betsy McLane, Mary Clymer,
Judy Brown.

Service League

Religious Fellowship
Margaret Ohl, president.

Library Committee
Liz Hamilton,

chairman.

oir and Officers
L to R.: Janet Penn; Ginger Dreyfus,
Norman Neri, president; Betty Blaustein.

Quarterly
ditor-in-chiei.
. f
. N aMary
ncy Morton,
e
11, editor-in-chic .
Top.
Lee Cantwe
Bottom:

Press Board:
Ann B usker , chairman.

C Book:

Molly Munro an d Nancy

Day co-editors.
,

Community

Fund

L. to R.: Cork)j Fisher, Fran Wilcox, Sis Brainard, Beray McLane, chairman; Marion Street,
Bunny
ewbold.

House Juniors
L. to R.: Molly Hunt,

Student
Building
Com-mittee

Esu
land, Sue Rockwell, Joan
Jane Gerhardt, Pat Ahearn,
Fricke, Jo MacManus,
Sue
eiriberg, Sis Brainard, Joan Fel goise ,
Kit Kalkhof, Freddie Hines.

L. to R., Row

Ann 'iValthour,
Phil Coffin,
Hildy Drexl, Terry Ruffolo, Jane Muddle, Jan
Cleary; Row 2: Bobbie Painton, Jean Chandler,
Noel Green, Bev Graham, Susie Bloomer, Hobbie
Perdun, Betty Johnson; How 3: Bev Sandbach,
Sue Manley, Sue Weinberg, Ann Hutchison, Eva
BIuman, Jean Eacker, Mimi McCorison.
1:

Wig and Candle
L. to R, Row 1; Miss Hazlewood, Libby Myers,
Molly Hunt, Betsy Gosselin; Row 2: Mary Harrison, Gloria Jones, president;
Ruth Stupell,
Bunny Wood, Alice Grant; Row 3: Laura Wheelwright, Jean Eacker, Liz Hamilton, Allie Kanjorski, Edythe Jarvis, Pidge Hoadley, Sue Lane.

to R.; Ann Walthour,
Anne
Flaherty, M. K. Lackey, Sidney

L.

Conn Chords

Brown, Jill Orndorff,

Kate Webster,

L. to R.: Ann Backer, leader; Loel Kaiser, Rusty

Joyce Mayfield, leader; Joyce Hof-

Morgan, Bev Sandbacb, Mary Ann Rossi, Dell
Stone, Swip Inkley, Joan Donnally, Fran Toro,
Gloria Jones.

heimer,
Joan
Fluegelman,
Julie
Hovey, Anne Marcus, Marion Street,
Lucia Boyle, Judy Whitla.

Shwiffs

Dance Group
L. to R, row I: Penny Wood, Ann Williams,
Susie Bloomer, Pam Kent; row 2: EthIM~nzert,
Joan Herman, Connie G:larn.accia, cha~rm~~
Marian Trefzger, Janet GIlchrIst; fa
3. A
Chamberlain,
Helen
Israel,
Barba a Bruno,
Claire Carpenter.

Foreign Relations Club
Kitty Frank, president;
Freddy Schneider, Peggy Satz.

Radio Club
L. to R., seated: Betty Floyd, Margie Rose, president;
Joan Brown; standing:
Barbara Popiclek.

Day Student Officers
L. to R., seated: Connie Donnel, Sylvia undersen , president; Sis Brogan, Ginny Menghi standl
iog: Ann Roche, Alice Dreifuss, Barbar
HUb
bert.

-

l

Foreign Students
L. to R" seated:

Christine
zeus, Christie Kube, Kitty
standing:
Maria Mendieta,

Wen, Colette DarFrank, Betty Sager;
Rosario Bascon.

KOINE

STAFF

Pat Wardley.

. ... Editor-in-Chief

Alice Green Grant. ...

. .. Business Manager

Molly Hunt.

Advertising Manager

Janet Kellock ....

.

Jean Lattner. . . . . . . . . ..
J 0 MacManus
Joyce Leeming Mayfield ....
Marian Trefzger.

Literary Editor
. Photography Editor
Art Editor
Pllblicity Manager
Circulation Manager

Fun, Frien1s, Memories ...
I

AN

You don't- say!

Raise

yOll

two.

DA Y

No comment.

I'll. have the same.

What 10ill

I wear?

Odd
Moments

Weekend
Outlook

Typical
and

Dribble

Bull sessions
and coffee lines.

Should have brought a truck.

r-o-------..

Atypical
Don't look like this
every day.

Picture an egg on it.
Wendell's back and. Terrell's got him.

Most people eat here.

This ain't
Oxford, kid.

Color,Spirit, Unity ...

Mascot Hunt

Hallowe' en Party

0, come
First famil y

Senior Day

now!

PRODU
NUM

"The Heiress"

"The Glass
Menagerie"

'CTION
·BERS
Father's Day
Show

Melodrama

MUSICAL

'52 Winners

Connecticut-Trinity

Concert

MOMENTS

Moonlight Sing

Give me C, Ludwig.

Gamesmanship

~
\<1

Baric Gambits

r

Dance

Weekends

Faculty Show

But Alverna

....

This is harmony?

One, two, three, shove!

Fortissimo, men, fortissimo!

FATHER'S
DAY
Sloane's Liniment tomorrow.

Who's on first?

COMMENCEMENT
WEEKEND

DIRECTORY
Ackroyd, Barbara Ann.
.
33 Harvard Ave., Meriden, Conn.
Ahearn, Patricia G.. . . . .
. .. 7324 Hampden Lane, Bethesda 14, Md.
Alderman, Nancy Lee.
.534 Yale Ave., New Haven, Conn.
Allen, Mary Ann. .
. .. The Glades Estate, Box 99, R. 2, Miami, Fla.
Alling, Katherine Augusta
Indian Hill Rd., Orange, Conn.
Anchin, Norma Lee.
.
93 Frederick Place, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Anderson, Margaret Leland.
.
2930 Central Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
Andrews, Stella. . . . .
.
28 Tilley St., New London, Conn.
Anthony, Mary Bess.
. .519 North Broadway, Leavenworth, Kans.
Backes, Sara E.. . .
.
369 North Main St., Wallingford, Conn.
Ball, Ann L..... . .. ..
.
Millstone Rd., R. R. 1, Wilton, Conn.
Barnes, Barbara V
20 Alexander Ave., Merchantville 8, N. J.
Bell, Brenda Bennett.
.
47-2 Summer St., Waltham, Mass.
Blackman, Joan
98 Van Cortlandt Park South, New York, N. Y.
Blaustein, Elizabeth. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .. Alto Dale Farm, Pikesville 8, Md.
Bower, Beverly Ann
289 Reynolds St., Kingston, Pa.
Boyle, Lucia J.
99 South Downing St., Denver, Colo.
Brainard, Elizabeth
830 Prospect Ave., Hartford 5, Conn.
Brogan, Helen Louise
45 Ramsdell St., Groton, Conn.
Brooks, Hopie T.. .
.
Hilltop Ranch, Carpinteria, Calif.
Brown, Harriet Sidney. . . . . . . ..
.
9-E. Frederick St., Rhinelander, Wis.
Burnell, Sheila B.. . . . . . . . . . . ..
.R.F.D. No.3, Box 856, Torrington, Conn.

PERRY AND STONE

NEW

LONDON'S

FINEST

EST. rass
DIAMONDS
WATCHES
JEWELRY
SILVERWARE
SOCIAL ENGRAVING

LUNCHEON

-

DINNER -

Entertainment

COCKTAILS

Nightly

296 State Street
Opposite Mohican Hotel
DELIVERIES TO COLLEGE

Rt. # I

Bridge Approach

MALLOVE'S
128 State Street

Your headquarters
college

-

wear

sports

-

wea r

evening

-

wear

for:

In faet clothes that go everywhere

RECORDS
REPAIRS
74 State

Street

N.L. 9871

IT'S ALWAYS GAY

with DANNY SHEA

Golden Street

New London

COMPLIMENTS

WINDMILL

OF

INN

JUST OVER THE BRIDGE IN GROTON

Each College

Year Brings Us To

BRATER'S
Where

We Find

CARDS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

THE COLLEGE DINER

ARTISTS SUPPLIES
FURNISHIN6S

253 State

FOR OUR

Street

ROOMS

New

London

FINE FOODS

CHOICE

Tel. 2-4516

426 Williams

FABULOUS

THE UNION

BANK AND

for

LIQUORS

St.

FABRICS
the

FASHIONWISE

TRUST COMPANY
Checking

to meet

FASHION

Accounts

NEW LONDON

L. LEWIS AND
Established
CHINA,

GLASS,

State

& Green

Sts.

Bonk Street

Tel. 2-3597

COMPANY
1860

SI6HT

SEIFERT'S

LAMPS,

BAKERY

Cakes and Pastries for Parties

SILVER, PARKER PENS
UNUSUAL

budget

FABRIC CENTER

1 16-122
61 STATE STREET

your

61FTS

New London,

Conn.

PHONE

6808

22S 8AN K STREET

Busker, Ann. .
Carleton, Sally Ann

. ... Hadlyme, Conn.
405 East 54th St., New York, N. Y.

Carpenter, Claire.

.

135 Lansdowne

Court, Lansdowne,

Pa.

Cedar, Elizabeth. .
.
1781 Asylum Ave., West Hartford, Conn.
Clark, Julie.
.........
. .105 Perkins Ave., Wilmington, Del.
Comen, Natalie...
.
620 West Jackson Ave., Bridgeport 4, Conn.
Connolly, Rosamund
Box 335, South Miami 43, Fla.
Crowe, Susan Vail. . . . . . . ..

. .. "High Winds," Newtown,

Bucks County, Pa.

Day, Nancy Ellen. . . . . . . . . .
. .. 89 Catlin Ave., Rumford, R. 1.
Deisrorh, Sarah Jean. . . . . . . . .
. .325 W. Diamond Ave., Hazleton, Pa.
Donnally, Joan.
................
. . Green Hill Rd., Madison, Conn.
Dreyfus, Ernestine. . . . . . . . .
. .. 30 Glen Ellyn Way, Rochester, N. Y.
Dunne, Rosemary. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... Charcoal Hill, Westport, Conn.
Durfee, Louise. . . . . . . . . . .
. .262 Highland Rd., Tiverton, R. 1.
Duryea, Beverly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. 65 Third St., Garden City, N. Y.
Eldredge, Nancy H.. .
.
Grant Hill Rd., R.F.D. No.4, Rockville. Conn.
Engler, Janice.
.
329 West End Rd., South Orange, N. J.
Enyart, Julia. .. . . .. .
.
2193 Ridgewood Rd., Akron 13, Ohio
Ettl, Cordelia. . . . . . . .
... . .. . .
. .. Rosedale Rd., Princeton, N. J.
Fay, Marion Claire. ... . .
. .36 Van Buren Ave., Norwalk, Conn.
FiEeld, Susan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. 199 Pleasant St., Holyoke, Mass.
Fischer, Joan Caroline. . . . . ...
.3420 Warden Drive, Philadelphia 29, Pa.

PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY
36 Howe Street

177 Washington

P.O. Box 63

Street

Norwich

Hartford

New Haven

EVERYTHING FOR HOSPITALS, DOCTORS

AND

NURSES

"New London's Shopping
COMPLIMENTS

Centre"

OF

WRIGHT & DITSON

HARDWARE

HOUSEWARES

123 BANK STREET

DIVISION OF SPALDING SALES CORP.
"100,000 INTERESTING ITEMS"

123·13 I Bank Street

New

London

ABC

FILM COMPANY

Photographic
24-HOUR

Supplies
SERVICE

Phone 4829

74 Bank St.
New

Connecticut

London

Compliments
Prompt

Dependable

Courteous

YELLOW CABS
PHONE

4321

SORTOR

of

CHEVROLET

COMPANY,

INC.

Radio Dispatched
Limousines

for all Occasions

452 Broad Street

New London, Conn.

IOn Time is a Must with Us)
• Dresses

THAMES

• Coats
• Suits

lOBSTER
• Formals

HOUSE

COCKTAIL

BAR

• Rainwear

90-94

BERNARD'S

NEW

LONDON,
Phone

253 STATE STREET

. for finest

THE HOllY

HOUSE

92 Huntington

DAIRY
Ice Cream,

Sodas,

St.

from frilly

CONN.

9972

merchandise

lingerie
to tweedy

sportswear

GENUNG'S

BAR
Sandwiches,

Main St.

Snacks

Department

Stores

SPECIAL LUNCHES
WESTCHESTER and CONNECTICUT

COMPLIMENTS

OF

New London's LARGEST furniture Store!

THE BOSTON CANDY
KITCHEN
5 Huge

Floors -

-

-

-

219 Bank St.

190 STATE STREET

DON'T BE AN ISOLATIONIST
Don't isolate yourself from the community.
Your college experience will have greater
value if you try to know the people of

Meridian

and Church

Streets

.
Tel. 8802

New London

The Best in Fiction and Non-Fiction

New London and surrounding
their ways of doing things,
community life.
As a start, read

THE NEW LONDON

CARDS

DAY

Your Good Evening Newspaper
(Delivered

GREETING

towns, learn
and join in

- STATIONERY

BEST WISHES TO THE
CLASS OF 1952

From A "Dad"

Jacob Blaustein

on campus1

·I
C'
F ISler, onnne...

.22089 Shaker Blvd., Shaker Heights
22, Ohio
'-'

Flemming, Anne. .

FIay,d EI'lza bet I1.

... ......

.29 Hart St., Providence,

R. L

22 Kenilworth Sr., Pittsfield, Mass.
Foster, Ann Vivian.
... ......
.6229 Summit St., Kansas City, IVlo.
Foster, Suzanne. .
. .129 Oxford Blvd., Garden City, N. Y.
Frank, Anne Fairfield. . . . .
.70 Rockledge Rd., Bronxville, N. Y.
Frank, Kitty Fischer
. . . . . .. . .. 121 East 31st St., New York, N. Y.
Fricke, Helen.
. .728 Bedford Place, Merion Station, Pa.
Fried, Carolyn.
. .. .. ..
. .. 2237 Ohio Ave., Youngstown, Ohio
Gardner, Ruth Elinor.
.Atkins Sr., R.F.D. No.1, Middletown, Conn.
Gerhardt, Jane.
.449 Fullerton Pkwy., Chicago, Ill.
Gibson, Caroline. . .
.50 Pearl St., Hudson Falls, N. Y.
Gilchrist, Janet Bruce.
. .25 Terrace Ave., Hastings-on-Hudson 6, N. Y.
Godfrey, Marie. . . .
.
Grandview Ave., Rye, N. Y.
Goldman, Barbara.
. .3560 Interwood Ave., Cincinnati 20, Ohio
Gosselin, Elizabeth.
. .178 N. Quaker Lane, West Hartford 7, Conn.
Grant, Alice Green. .
.
113 Elm St., South Dartmouth, Mass.
Grisch, Pauline. . . . . . . . . .
.
82 Lovell Ave., Windsor, Conn.
Grossman, Carole. .
. .14 Bramshott Court, Rockville Centre, N. Y.
Gueinzius, Barbara. . .
.2410 Du Charme Lane, Green Bav, Wis.
Gundersen, Sylvia. . .
.
Kenyon Rd., R.F.D. No.2, Waterford: Conn.
Hadden, Mary Lay.
.
230 Smith St., Peekskill, N. Y.
Haider, Elinor. . . . . . .
.
11 Leonard Rd., Bronxville, N. Y.
Hamilton, Elizabeth Ann
706 North 8th St., Manitowoc, Wis.
Hamilton, Harriet Elizabeth
Patterson Heights, Beaver Falls, Pa.
Hammaker, Esther. . . . .
...
.
North Church St., Thurmont, Md.
Harbert, Mary. . . . . . . . .
.
Line House, Greenville, Del.
Harrison, Mary Elizabeth
17 Mitchell Place, Glen Ridge, N. J.
Hayman, Hope
68-25 Harrow St., Forest Hills, N. Y.
Hewitt, Jean.
. .75 South Rd., Poquonnock Bridge, Conn.
Hoadley, Marguerite. . . . .
.
Roxbury Rd., Washington, Conn.
Hough, Jane Chauncey.
.411438 St., N.W., Washington 16, D. C.
Hovey, [ulie Ann. . . . . . . . . . . .
.
234 Union St., Springfield, Mass.
Hunt, Molly B..
.
25 East End Ave., New York, N. Y.
[ackes, Nancy.
. . . . . . . . .7300 Princeton Ave., University City 5, Mo.
Inkley, Isabelle
5124 Spencer Rd., Cleveland 21, Ohio
. .

.

.

.....

Compliments

RODGER MOTORS,
Sales

OLDSMOBILE

COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE

155 Montauk Ave.

INC.

UNITED

Service

of

ELECTRIC SUPPLY
CO.

SERVICE

Tel. 2-4444

40 Golden St.

New London, Conn.

BOWARD JOHNSON'S
RENOWNED
for

GOOD FOOD

929 BAN K STREET

GOOD SERVICE

NEW LONDON,

CONNECTICUT

HARPER ME HO

~~f.P

Tel. 5868

Est. 1907

~~~~yTS:;ft
PERMANENT
Hair Cutting

CONFECTIONERS

and Styling a Spetalty

"EXPERT COSMETICI

NS"

AND

CATERERS

Luncheons
- Afternoon
Cocktails
- Fountain
Service

Birthday

Dewart Bldg. Room 310-31 I Tel. 2-5503

"Connecticut's"

Teas
- Dinners

Cakes

Best Loved Tradition

Your Mutual Savings Bank
Member
COMPLIMENTS

of "the

Savings

Banks

Deposit

F

Guaranty Fund of Conn., Inc.

THE SAVINGS

MICHAEL'S D IRY

NEW
63 Main

WHOLESALE

365 Bank St.
NEW LONDON,

·n09

colm.

GARDNER STORA E

co.

Agent
AERO MAYFLOWER

18 Blackhall Street

LONDON

Street

New London

Belle .....
Spend Less!

BlES

TI'l. NJ

OF

II &: PHelps
You Eat

GORRA BR S.
FRUIT and VEGET

BANK

TRA

Phone 4955

If you like good foods and good
food values, too-then
A&P is the
place for you! Each and every day
of the week your friendly
A&P
Super Market offers grand tasting
foods at budget-pleasing
prices.
But don't
take our word
for it.
Ask any of our regular customers!
You'll discover
that when A&P is
your food headquarters,
you get
real values on all your food purchases ...
each and every day
you shop. Come
in today!

A VIEW TO THE SEA ...
A VIEW TO GOOD EATING
Little things like Dowers on the table, candlelight. and
the sea beckoning through a picture window set the
delightful atmosphere for dining at Lighthouse Inn.
The showplace mansion overlooking
Long [8Iao.<I
Sound. To visitors of New London and Its environs 1t
Is a must on your llst of places to go.

50
INN

•

FLAWLESS ROOMS
AND

IN THE

THE LODGE

FOR

TRANSIENTS AND VACATIONISTS

•
•

iJig hthouse

Inn

Overlooking Long Island Sound, at New London, Connecticut

Jarvis, Edythe. ..
.
50 Mine Hill Rd., Fairfield, Conn.
Jones, Gloria
Robin Hill, Jackson, Ohio
Katz, Joan Susanne.
..........
. .30 East 71 St., New York, N. Y.
Katz, Roberta L.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..277 Garfield Ave., Mineola, N. Y.
Kaufman, Barbara Jane.
.
16 Jerome St., New London, Conn.
Kellock, Janet
30 Davenport Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.
KeJlogg, Judith
50 Main St., Hudson Falls, N. Y.
Kerr, Jane Wilson.
.
406 Macy St., Apt. I, Norman, Okla.
Kilbourne, Rachel.
.
J 75 S. Cassady Rd., Bexley, Columbus, Ohio
Kirch, Catherine.
.
4124 Greenwood Drive, Des Moines, Iowa
Knight, Helen.
.. . . .. .. . . .. . . ..
. .. Box 91, Hensonville, N. Y.
Knowlton, Elizabeth Snow
49 University Court, South Orange, N. J.
Knox, Ann.
.
Iroquois Ave., Belle Mead Park, Nashville, Tenn.
KryskiII, Romaine. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
R.D. 2, Coraopolis, Pa.
Lackey, Mary Katherine.
.
1369 Park Lane, Pelham Manor, N. Y.

�jl/ertijin'J
COURTESY

DRl G S1iJ"ORE

119 State Street

T I. 2-5857

a

DAILY DELIVERY
CHECKS

CA

Committee

B. ACKROYD

E. LAHM

N. ALDERMAN

M. SEAMAN

H. BROGAN

R. STUPELL

M. HARRISON

J. VAN

M. HUNT,

D. WOOD

WINKLE

DdRMS
MGR.

HED

AT

SAVARD

J. F. DENISON

BROS.

13+ State

WALLPAPER,

S eet

PAINT AND

GLASS

For high st Ie:
"MADEMOISELLE"

SHO S BY <CARLISLE

7-9 Howard

For Your Saris:
SPALDING

and

BAS

WEEJUNS

St.

NEW

LONDON.

Phone 2-5289
CONN.

GOOD LUCK

TO THE CLASS OF

1952

from

THE

ce

l

NNECTICUT COLLEGE NEWS

STARR BROS., INC.
Your Rexall Drug Store

BEST WISHES TO

"We can buy everything we need
at Starr's ~ cigarettes,
cosmetics,

films, anything 1"

THE CLASS OF '52

ANYDAY,
WE'LL CASH
TWO FREE DElIVERIES

ANYTIMEYOUR CHECKS
TO THE DORMS DAILY

Tel. 5665

I 10 State Street
Always Try

ROBERTS
ELECTRIC SHOP
RECORDS-RADIO
HACKENSACK,

N. J.

PLAYERS

110 Bank Street
New London
Telephone 83 I3
R. TRESENFELD

We Have a
RADIO SERVICE DEPARTMENT

Lahm, Elizabeth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Newfield Ave., Stamford, Conn.
Laib, Dene. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... 19200 Strathcona Drive, Detroit 3, Mich.
Laidley, Nancy
13720 Shaker Blvd., Shaker Heights 20, Ohio
La Pointe, Francine
325 The Portage, Ticonderoga, N. Y.
Larsen, Leila.
.........
. . Sterling and Osborn Rd., Harrison, N. Y.
Lattner, Jean.
.
3401 John Lynde Rd., Des Moines, Iowa
Law, Jane.
.
116 Brite Ave., Scarsdale, N. Y.
Lefevre, Patricia S
109-14 Ascan Ave., Forest Hills, N. Y.
Lennox, Monica
4711 Cornelius Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.
Lewis, Jean Evelyn
1148 Fifth Ave., New York 28, N. Y.
Lindstrom, Janet.
286 Churchill Rd., West Englewood, N. J.
Louria, Dana. . . . .
. ... One Grace Court, Brooklyn 2, N. Y.
Lukens, Shirley. . .
........
. .146 Robin Rd., West Hartford, Conn.
MacManus, Josephine. . .
IIII Clay Ave., Pelham Manor 65, N. Y.
Maisonpierre, Monique.
. .. 239 Central Park West, New York, N. Y.
Manecke, Ruth. . . . . . . .
.
Searington R.F.D., Roslyn, N. Y.
Marsland, Joan. . . . . . .
.
33 Cherry Hill, Holyoke, Mass.
Maschal, Sara Jane. .. .. .
.
P.O. Box 29, Norwalk, Conn.
Mauro, Roberta. "
523 Wayland Ave., Providence 6, R. 1.
Mayfield, Joyce Leeming.
.
94 Ocean Ave., New London, Conn.
McClure, Kathleen Nelles
95 Hendrickson Ave., Rockville Centre, N. Y.
McLane, Elizabeth. . . .
.
Silvermine Rd., New Canaan, Conn.
McLaren, Genevieve.
.
175 W. Poplar Ave., San Mateo, Calif.

Mel.archie, Kaye. . . .. .
Riversville Rd., Greenwich, Conn.
Meyer, Winann
9 Cole Court,. Peoria, Ill.
Mink, Suzanne. . . . ..
.
29 Carleton Place, Bristol, Conn.
Moore, Evelyn Mary
Chapel St., Putney, Stratford, Conn.
Morton, Nancy. . . . .. .
20 Church St., Greenwich, Conn.
Munro, Mary
291 Adams St., Milton, Mass.
Murchison, Jane
4205 McFarlin Blvd., Dallas 5, Texas
Myers, Elizabeth Ann .. State Rd., Rte. 100, Cumberline Foreside, Portland, Me.
Neri, Norma. . . . . . .. .
742 Arch St., New Britain, Conn.
Newbold, Mariamne.. .
_. "Care Farm," Fox Chase Rd., Jenkintown, Pa.
Oberem, Evelyn
Town Hill Rd., New Hartford, Conn.
Ohl, Margaret. . . . . . .
.
Poland Center Rd., R. 2, Poland, Ohio
Osgood, Elizabeth....
.
720 N. Harrison Rd., East Lansing, Mich.
O'Toole, Kathleen. . .. ..
.
Birchwood Drive, Orange, Conn.
Paris, Helene. . . . . . .. . .. 3307 Northampton St., N.W., Washington 15, D. C.
Patterson, Betty Lee.
.
Pleasant Hill, Woodbridge, Conn.
Pattison, Adele. . . .
.
22 Elston Rd., Upper Montclair, N. J.
Perkins, Gertrude.
.
West Hill Drive, Gates Mills, Ohio
Porter, Florence
,
1010 West Meyer Blvd., Kansas City 5. Mo.
Purtell, Joan. ..
.
222 Strathmore Rd., Wakefield, Mass.
Quinn, Beverly. .
. ... 45 Copeland St., Springfield, Mass.
Reeve, Nancy. . .
... .... .
. ... 17 DeBarry Place, Summit, N. J.
R~x, Barbara... . . . . . . . . .
.
104 Vincent St., Binghamton, N. Y.
Hichtmyer, Elizabeth
197 Euclid Ave., Albany 3, N. Y.
Rockwell, Elizabeth .. 5ILongshore Ave., Harbor View Beach, S. Norwalk. Conn.

SEE

DEAN'S
GRILL -

WEAVER
BROS.

CASINO

Dine and Dance
Boston Post Road,

Route

#I

End of Long Hill Road

Groton -

Conn.

Fil'~l!
WASHINGTON

CONNECTICUT

BLDG.

COLLEGE

Washington, D. C.
Mortgage Loan Corre pondent:

METROPOLITAN

LIFE INSiRAN,CE

1

CO.

BOOKSHOP

if your clothes

!jQJ

are

becoming

to YOU ...

They SHOULD

-

be coming to

SHALfTT'S
Student Accident Insurance

LAURENCE B. McEWEN

302 State St.
(Modern
protected
Grill Room.
luncheon,

rooms completely
fireby automatic
sprinklers)
Coffee
Dinner,

Representing

New London

THE TRAVELERS

MOHICAN

BURR-MITCHELL CO.

Telephone

WHOLESALE
TOBACCO

CIGARETTES

CONFECTIONERS

332 Bank Street

281 State Street

24361

HOTEL
4341
New London, Conn.

250 ROOMS

WITH

BATH

Luncheon and Dinners Served Daily
RESTAURANT and COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Parking Lot in Rear
We Cater

Phone:

Hartford

Shop,
Men's
Bar
Banquet
Rooms

to Reunions,
Ample

Weddings,
Facilities

and

Conventions

B. ALTMAN &

O.

"~~o;
I

fifTH

AVENUE

NEW YORK

Y.

""CO,

is headquarters
for all tile ight-Itearted
youug fasl

"ODS

you love to wea."

. .third floor
"

. .. and at East Orange

While Plains and Manhasset

Rose, Margery
,..
.
46 Hamilton Rd., Glen Ridge, N. J.
Rossi, Mary Ann.
.
399 Brightwood Ave., Torrington, Conn.
Russell, Eleanor. .. ·
162 Summit Ave., Upper Montclair, N. J.
Russillo, julie.
.
42 Brackett St., Brighton, Mass.
Sanderson, Barbara. .
.
799 Brook Rd., Milton, Mass.
Scheib, Barbara.
. .99 Aberfoyle Rd., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Schmitz, janet.
.. , . . . . .
.
24 Moore Ave., Naugatuck, Conn.
Seaman, Mary.
.
196 Clairmont Terrace, Orange, N.].
Sessions, Mary.
............ .
1276 Burlington Ave., Bristol, Conn.
Shaw, Dorothy.
.......
. .. 80 Potter St., New London, Conn.
Sheldon, Mary C.
.. 54 Dana Place, Englewood, N. ].
Sly, Shirley. .. ..
. .. 109 Beechwood Rd., Summit, N. ].
Souville, Eleanor.
.......
. .... 148 Euston Rd., Garden City, N. Y.
Sperry, Natalie. . . . . . .
.
Cheshire, Conn.
Squier, jeraldine .. ~..
. .. 74 Dedham St., Newton Highlands 61, Mass.
Starke, Emilie Lou*e..
.
260 Holmes Rd., Pittsfield, Mass.
Stevens, Janet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. Lowell Rd., Concord, Mass.

1

\

\

Strachan, Joan
129 Seacord Rd., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Stupell, Ruth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
.
434-83 St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Telage, Gloria
55 Connecticut Ave., New London, Conn.
Templeton, Ivy 1.
Best View, Quaker Hill, Conn.
Terrell, Patricia
12 West Mr. Vernon Place, Baltimore, Md.
Thompson, LaRue
232 Chapel Rd., Manhasset, 1. 1., N. Y.
Tomback, Myra
87 Parkway West, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Trefzger, Marian. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21 S. Drive, Larchmont, N. Y.
T resenfeld, Lenore
332 Maple I-lilI Drive, Hackensack, N. J.
Updike, Patricia. .. .. . . . . . .
.
I Stackhouse Drive, Yardley, Pa.
van Bronkhorst, Alida
572 East 17 St., Brooklyn 26, N. Y.
Van Winkle, Jean. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. 286 Lower Blvd., New London, Conn.
Waldstreicher, Phyllis
3715 Kings Highway, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Waller, Margaret Roberta.
. .. 4900 Edgemoor Lane, Bethesda 14, Md.
Wardley, Patricia.
........
.
20 Church St., Greenwich, Conn.
Weber, Beverly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Willetts Rd., Olel Westbury, 1. 1., N. Y.
Weihl, Alice. . . .
. .1008 Marion Ave., Cincinnati 29, Ohio
Weil, Janice. . . . . . .
.
1520 E. St., Lincoln, Neb.
West, Barbara
3206 Klingle Rd., N.W., Washington 8, D. C.
Wheelwright, Laura
24 Sohier St., Cohasset, Mass.
Wilson, Helen Anne
" .Armour Rd., Mahwah, N. J.
Wilson, Mary Lofton
924 Castile Ave., Coral Gables, Fla.
Wooel, Dorothy
12 Garelen Place, Cincinnati 8, Ohio
Wuesthoff, Joyce. . . .
Route 2, Thiensville, Wis.
Yohe, Joan
777 Oak Ave., River Edge, N. J.

A SNACK A DAY

IS THE C. C. WAY
FERRY TAVERN
on Conn.

VISIT

OUR

SANDWICH

SHOP

Cosy, Romantic
THE FOOD
AND

River

Atmosphere
IS TOPS

PLENTY OF IT

Old Lyme, Conn.

Tel. 4-7863

SINCE 1902

TOMAS

E.

AGENTS
MfMSER NATIONAL

WOOD, INC.

& BROKERS
ASS'N

OF INSURANCE

GENERAL OFFICES - CAREW
CINCINNATI

f

2.

OHIO

AGENTS

TOWER

Your Favorite Food Shopping Store
Fresh Fruits . Vegetables - Groceries
Dairys and Snacks Galore

MARKOFF'S
230 State St.

BElT BROS.
Beautiful Shoes and Accessories

SUPERMARKETS

Corner Main and Masonic Streets

DELISO DEBS
NEW LONDON

JOYCE

NORWICH

GROTON

CAPEZIO'S

COMPLIMENTS OF

THE CHARLES OSGOOD COMPANY,
NORWICH,

45-47 COMMERCE ST.

INC.

CONN.

Compliments of

JAMES

SULLIVAN
PRINTING

COSMETICS

TOILETRIES

INC.

BANK AND PEARL STREETS
NEW LONDON,

82 Union Street

CONN.

Dial 2-8575

NEW LONDON

SERVICE

90 Bank St.

Tel. 4633

Record Players-Home

Free Delivery

rJJo
~
#()
a
SHU-FIX CO.

l::

b

WE MAKE REPAIRSON:
Radios

11 MAIN ST.

RADIOS

PRINTED BY 'rHE COMET PRESS,

INC.,

~

200 VARIeK

.

tJ~~

WE CARRY GENERAL ELECTRIC, ADMIRAL
MOTOROLA

A

IT

SHOES REPAIRED
WHILE YOU WAIT

Car Radios

TELEVISION "d

Inc.

in Drug Store Merchandise

COMPANY

C. & L. RADIO

DRUG CO.,
Always the Best

ST.,

NEW

YORK

14, N.

Y. ~

~

"III'\;

1iEVf.R

HAD.l

GOOD PIC'!"ffiE

6-5
X 7 .lND OllE JX)llill W.l.IJ..ETS •••
OOYFRIENDS H.l.S SHE GOT "NIHOli771

BEfORE.

PLEASE

I'.ow Iolo\NY

SIT

tIP

STRAICHT,

SHE lWlTS

~

PHOTOGQA

NEW

lONDON.

H~R.

CONN

" "O"""G'r" "lElEPHONE

Stllh
neE

IT'S 0IlU O. 'mE
CAllJ'US. Ill. Pal/ll".
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Sn:& OF
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All

DUPLICATE PRIMTS OF ANY OF THE PHOTOGRAPKS
IN THIS BOOK KAY BE PURCHABED FROM THE
STUDIO FOR IlSo EACH.
SEND I" PAGE HtlKBER
\JITH YOUR ORDER.

THESE

FRECKlES

IUSS

HER HAD!

GElIIWlT.

WNcrnl

TO ooloiE OUT??!?1??

